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ABSTRACT
Mahmood, Ahmed R. PhD, Purdue University, August 2018. Effcient Support of Text and
Time in Spatial Data Systems . Major Professor: Walid G. Aref.
The widespread use of GPS-enabled devices, e.g., smart-phones and GPS navigators
has resulted in the generation of massive amounts of spatial data. This has led to the development of spatial data systems that process and manage spatial data effciently. Temporal
and textual data often coexist with spatial data. This dissertation targets the effcient processing of spatio-temporal and spatio-textual data. To effciently support spatio-temporal
data with limited temporal data retention, a new disk-based data structure for indexing
moving objects trajectories with limited temporal data retention is introduced. To optimize
the processing of spatio-textual data, a new frequency-aware spatio-textual indexing structure is presented. The proposed spatio-textual index adapts to the differences in frequencies
of the indexed keywords over space and time. To improve the scalability of spatio-textual
processing, a new distributed spatio-textual stream processing system is presented. The
proposed system fairly distributes the workload and co-locates the data objects with the
corresponding queries at the same worker processes. By applying dynamically evaluated
cost formulae that continuously represent the processing overhead at each worker process,
the proposed system adapts to changes in the workload and ensures fair workload distribution across worker processes. Finally, to formalize querying spatio-textual data, a new
query language is introduced to express complex spatial-keyword queries. The proposed
query language uses declarative spatial and textual building-block operators and predicates
to represent a wide range of spatio-textual queries.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been an explosion in the amount of spatial data being generated. This
is due to the unprecedented widespread of map services (e.g., Google Maps1 , wikimapia2 ,
and OpenStreetMap3 ) and GPS-enabled devices (e.g., GPS navigators, smartphones, smart
watches). This has led to the development of numerous spatial data systems to effciently
process and manage spatial data, e.g., Oracle Spatial [1] and SQL Server Spatial [2].
Spatial data is currently being associated with other attributes, i.e., time and text. For
example, time is strictly integrated with spatial data in GPS logs produced by navigation
devices. These logs represent a timestamped history of the locations of moving objects,
i.e., the trajectories of the moving objects.
Also, spatial data is being associated with textual attributes due to the increased popularity of micro-blogging and social networking applications( e.g., Twitter, Flickr, and Facebook) with the increased usage of these applications from smartphones. These applications
produce online traces that contain both spatial and textual attributes. For example, the online trace of a web search includes the spatial location of the user and the keywords of the
search. The spatial location of the user is derived from the internal GPS device, cell phone
tower location, or the IP address of the user.
This has resulted in the ubiquity of text and time in spatial data and has led to the
proliferation of many applications that need to process spatio-temporal and spatio-textual
data at scale. In the following, we highlight some of these applications.
• Traffc monitoring and analysis
Spatio-temporal data produced from GPS logs are extremely useful in monitoring
traffc, detection of traffc congestions, and predicting future traffc condition. Proper
1

www.maps.google.com
www.wikimapia.org
3
www.openstreetmap.org
2

2
analysis of this spatio-temporal data helps navigation applications properly estimate
travel times of trips.
• Location-aware ad-targeting
Many free online services depend on posting ads for revenue, e.g., Google search
and Facebook. Most online advertising companies build textual profles that describe
user’s interests. The location and the textual profle of a user are used to decide if a
user should receive an ad or not. For example, in location-aware ad targeting publish/subscribe systems, it is required to disseminate millions of ads and promotions
to millions of users based on the locations and textual profles of users.

o2: café, restaurant, coupon
o1: cinema, hotel

q3: cafe, sale

q1: hotel
q2: car, sale

Fig. 1.1.: E-coupon example.

Example 1 Figure 1.1 illustrates a sample location-aware E-coupon application.
Three users show interest in promotions represented by the three continuous spatiotextual queries q1, q2, and q3. Promotion o1 matches Query q1 because o1 is located
inside q1’s spatial range, and contains all the keywords of q1.
• Realtime event detection
Users of micro-blogging applications can be viewed as social sensors where users
talk about the events that are happening now. This can help in realtime detection
of events, e.g., accidents, traffc jams, fres, parties, games, etc. The same realtime
requirements apply to community-based traffc applications where drivers report road
conditions, and events, e.g., as in Waze [3]. A driver may be interested in knowing if
there is a patrol car that is close to her location.

3
These applications call for effcient support of text and time in spatial data systems.
There are many challenges that are associated with supporting text and time in spatial data
systems. These challenges arise from the need to integrate the time and text attributes with
spatial attributes while each attribute has its own unique characteristics. In the following,
we highlight some of these challenges.
• Limited retention of spatio-temporal data
Many situations mandate the storage of only the most-recent portions of the spatiotemporal history of moving objects, i.e., recent trajectories. The reason is that maintaining the entire location history of each user can violate the user’s privacy. In this
case, the application demands limited retention of the data [4]. For instance, if the
privacy agreement prevents keeping location data longer than one month, location
data that is older than a month will need to be cleaned out progressively as time advances. In other words, each moving object has to maintain some notion of a logical
time-sliding-window, where only the trajectory portion inside that sliding-window
is what needs to be retained. This requires spatial data systems to be able to effciently process and query spatio-temporal data while maintaining a sliding window
that removes expired entries from the system.
• The scale of spatial data and realtime performance requirements
This current scale of spatial data being generated is massive. For example, 5 billion Google searches [5, 6], 500 million tweets [5, 7], and 9 million Foursquare
check-ins [8] are being generated and processed daily. This data often needs to be
processed in realtime, e.g., as in ad-targeting applications. Despite being in the big
data era, existing systems fall short when processing large amounts of spatio-textual
data in realtime. These systems belong to one of three categories: They are either
(1) centralized, e.g., [5], that do not scale to high arrival rates of data, (2) distributed
batch-based, e.g., [9, 10, 11], that have high latency that, in some cases, may require several minutes or even hours to execute a single query, or (3) non-spatial,
e.g., [12, 13], that do hot have direct support for the processing of spatial and spatio-

4
textual data. This calls for developing scalable systems that are able to process and
manage large amounts of spatial and spatio-textual data in realtime.

Frequency of keywords

5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
100

101

102

103

104

Rank of keywords

Fig. 1.2.: Zipfan distribution of query keywords.

• The nonuniform and dynamic nature of spatio-textual data
It is highly unlikely to have a uniform or a fxed spatial and textual distribution of
the data or the query workload. Consider Figure 1.2 that illustrates the frequencies of
keywords in a set of 50,000 tweets. The frequencies of the keywords follow a Zipfan
distribution [14]. This distribution has many infrequent keywords and few frequent
keywords. Although the distribution of the frequencies of keywords is Zipfan, the
exact ranking and frequencies of keywords may not be known and the frequencies
of keywords may change over time. Also, new keywords get introduced to the vocabulary and it is estimated that 1000 new words are added to the Oxford dictionary
every year4 . Also, some infrequent keywords may become frequent, e.g., Hurricane
Irma. Furthermore, the distribution of the frequent keywords is non-uniform across
space5 as illustrated in Figure 1.3. This requires data management systems to be
aware of this nonuniform and dynamic nature of spatio-textual data.
4

http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/august-2013-update

5

Fig. 1.3.: Spatial distribution of popular keywords in tweets within the United States.

• The expressibility of complex spatio-textual queries
Recently, many types of spatio-textual queries have been proposed. These queries
are rather complex and target very specifc use cases. Moreover, every type of a
spatio-textual query has a corresponding set of indexes and algorithms that are fully
optimized to address this specifc type of query. There is no clear specifcation of
a spatio-textual query language to express spatio-textual queries. This calls for a
spatio-textual query language that is able to express complex queries using simple
building block operators.

1.1

Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we aim to address the challenges associated with the effcient sup-

port of text and time in spatial data systems.The research contributions of this dissertation
are as follows:
• To support effcient processing of spatio-temporal data, we introduce the trails-tree
for indexing recent trajectories and supporting multiple time-sliding-windows. We
develop a query processing algorithm that provides effcient query performance. We
conduct extensive experiments that show that the proposed trails-tree index structure
5

https://www.trendsmap.com
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outperforms the state-of-the-art index by up to a factor of two in terms of the number
of disk IO operations needed for both the insertion and querying operations.
• To support effcient processing of spatio-textual data and to account for the nonuniform and dynamic nature of spatio-textual data, we introduce FAST, a frequencyaware spatio-textual index. FAST is equipped with a new adaptive keyword index
(AKI) that adaptively accounts for the frequencies of keywords and does not require prior knowledge of the vocabulary of keywords or their frequencies. FAST
uses several optimizations to improve the performance of the search operation with
an optimized memory footprint. Also, We present a mathematical analysis that aids
in tuning the parameters of FAST and we conduct an extensive performance study
of FAST using real and synthetic datasets. When compared to the state-of-the-art
indexes, results demonstrate that FAST is 3x faster in search time, 5x faster in insertion time, and requires up to one-third of the memory needed by the state-of-the-art
index.
• To improve the scalability of spatio-textual processing, we introduce Tornado, a scalable spatio-textual data streaming system. Tornado uses an adaptive load-balancing
mechanism that ensures fairness in workload distribution across the distributed processes. Using real datasets from Twitter, we show that Tornado achieves 2x improvement in the overall system throughput in comparison to the performance baselines.
• To address the expressibility of spatio-textual queries, we introduce Atlas, an extension to the SQL query language to effciently support spatio-textual queries. We
demonstrate the expressiveness of Altas by representing various spatio-textual search
queries addressed in the literature. We further introduce other predicates to support
an interesting class of spatio-textual queries that include text semantics and sentiment.
The study for indexing spatio-temporal trajectories, i.e., the trails-tree index, has been
published in ACM SIGSPATIAL 2014 [15] as a poster paper and a full research paper in
the ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems (TSAS) [16]. The study for
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frequency-aware spatio-textual indexing, i.e, FAST, has been published in ICDE 2018 [17]
as a full research paper. The study for the distributed spatio-textual stream processing
system, i.e., Tornado, has been published in VLDB 2015 [18]. Atlas has been published in
ACM SIGSPATIAL 2016 [19] as a full systems paper.

1.2

Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the trails-tree for index-

ing spatio-temporal trajectories. FAST is presented in Chapter 3. We give the details of
Tornado in Chapter 4. We describe Atlas, the spatio-textual query language, in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation.
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2. THE TRAILS-TREE: INDEXING TRAJECTORIES WITH
LIMITED DATA RETENTION
Advances in location-aware devices and smartphones have led to the generation of large
volumes of spatio-temporal data. One type of spatio-temporal data, termed the moving
objects’ trajectories, corresponds to the locations of moving objects over time.
Most existing spatio-temporal applications capture either the current locations only or
the entire history of the moving objects. As described in Chapter 1, many applications require maintaining a limited history of the user’s location history. For example, when maintaining the entire history violates privacy agreements. Similar requirements for storing only
the recent portions of trajectories arise in (a) traffc prediction and anomaly detection, e.g.,
as in [20], where only the recent histories of car movements are relevant, (b) discovering
traveling companions, e.g., as in [21]. In these scenarios, only the recent trajectories of the
moving objects need to be retained and continuously kept up-to-date.
This is equivalent to maintaining a logical time-sliding-window over the history of the
locations of moving objects. The size of the time-sliding-window depends on the applications’ requirements. We use the term object trail to refer to the portion of the trajectory that
is inside the time-sliding-window. The object trail refects the recent portion of interest of
the trajectory of a moving object.
When the number of moving objects is large, the overhead of processing the location
updates as the objects move becomes a bottleneck. To alleviate this bottleneck and allow
for effcient query processing over the objects’ recent trajectories, a disk-based index over
the trails data is called for. The index will need to effciently support the following three
main operations: (1) insertion of the new locations of the objects, (2) deletion of the old
entries that expire as the time-window slides, and (3) processing of queries over the objects’
trails.
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When the temporal sliding-window is large (e.g., months or years), using main-memory
stream-based approaches is not applicable because the moving objects’ locations will need
to reside on disk. For example, AT&T keeps location data of users for one year1 . One
existing approach, namely SWST [4], addresses the problem of disk-based trail indexing.
As we demonstrate in the experiments, SWST has a performance disadvantage because
SWST treats the object updates as an expensive sequence of deletions and insertions.
It is important to support multiple temporal sliding-windows, e.g., when there are different privacy requirements for different user profles. For instance, the trajectories associated
with taxis and police cars may be retained for longer periods of time than the trajectories
of cell-phone users. One approach to support multiple sliding-windows is to use the largest
sliding-window as the default for all data objects [4]. Objects with smaller sliding-windows
will remain in the system for the largest sliding-window. This approach has two limitations:
(1) space overhead as objects remain in the system more than they should, and (2) privacy
violation, i.e., if the privacy rule mandates that an object remains no more than one day,
and the largest window is one month, then the privacy rule will be violated.
Moving objects periodically report their discrete location updates. These updates are
indexed for effcient querying. Trajectories are later reconstructed from this discrete data.
There are two widely adopted trajectory reconstruction models namely: (1) the discreteobject-location model [4, 22, 23, 24], and (2) the linear-interpolation model [25, 26, 27].
The discrete-object-location model assumes that an object remains stationary in its location
until updated. The linear-interpolation model assumes that the movement of an object is
of constant speed following a straight line between consecutive updates. The trails-tree
adopts the discrete object-location-model that is adopted by most trajectory access methods [4, 22, 23, 24]. The discrete-object-location model is applicable in situations where
no assumptions cannot be made about the movement of objects between two consecutive
updates. For example, in security applications, adopting the linear interpolation model may
result in mistakenly assuming that an individual entered a restricted area.
1

As reported by the American Civil Liberties Union of North Carolina via a Freedom of Information Act
request
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One might assume that supporting the discrete-object-location model is no different
than supporting of the linear-interpolation model. This invalid assumption stems from the
hypothesis that one can just submit a query to the trajectory index to retrieve discrete location updates inside the spatial and temporal ranges of the query. Then, linear interpolation
is assumed between consecutive location updates. However, this assumption leads to incorrect query results. Incorrect results are due to the undetectable update-anomaly.

(a) The discrete-object-location model

(b) The linear interpolation model

Fig. 2.1.: Undetectable update-anomaly under the linear interpolation model.

For example, consider Figure 2.1, where A and B are two consecutive updates of a
moving object. In Figure 2.1(a), the discrete-object-location model is adopted. In this case,
the consecutive updates A and B are both outside the spatial range of the query and do
not belong to the query’s result set. However, under the linear-interpolation model, the
line-segment connecting A and B intersect the spatial range of the query as illustrated in
Figure 2.1(b). Due to the discrete representation of the location updates A and B inside
the index, neither updates will be reported in the resultset of the query. This results in an
incomplete query result. To address the undetectable updates anomaly, we develop an effcient flter-refne query algorithm that handles the undetectable update-anomaly under the
linear-interpolation model of the discrete trajectory segments. The algorithm is orthogonal
to the trails-tree and can be adopted by any trajectory access method that only supports the
discrete-object-location model.
In this chapter, we present the trails-tree [15], a disk-based index for trails that effciently support the main index operations: insertion, querying, as well as the lazy removal
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of expired entries. The trails-tree uses a memo structure that reduces the update cost.
The trails-tree uses lazy vacuum-cleaning mechanisms based on a time-sliding-window to
remove the expired entries. However, regardless of whether the expired trail entries are
removed or not, the memo guarantees that, upon querying, the expired entries are automatically discarded from the query answer. We introduce effcient query processing algorithms
that allow the trails-tree to seamlessly support the discrete -trajectory representation. We
study the performance of the trails-tree using mathematical analysis and detailed experimental evaluation. We show that trails-tree index structure outperforms the state-of-the-art
index by up to a factor of two in terms of the number of disk IO operations needed for both
the insertion and querying operations.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2.1 introduces the notation used
throughout this chapter. Section 2.2 gives an overview of the related work. Section 2.3
presents the trails-tree index alongside with algorithms for main index operations (i.e.,
insert, update, query, and clean). Section 2.4 presents experimental evaluation of the trailstree index. Finally, Section 2.5 contains concluding remarks.

2.1

Preliminaries

2.1.1

Data Representation

We assume that the location updates of the moving objects arrive in increasing order of
their timestamps. Also, we assume that all locations are in the two-dimensional space. A
trajectory, say T , of a moving object, say O, represents the history of the movement of O.
It can be viewed as a discrete sequence of tuples in the form (oid, xi , yi , ti ), where oid is
the identifer of the moving object O and (xi , yi ) is the spatial location in which object O
exists at timestamp ti . A trajectory T can be expressed as T=[(oid, x1 , y1 , t1 ); (oid, x2 , y2 ,
t2 ); . . . ; (oid, xk , yk , tk ); . . . ; (oid, xc , yc ,tc )], where t1 ≤ t2 ≤ . . . ≤ tk ≤ . . . ≤ tc , i.e.,
the oldest tuple is (oid, x1 , y1 , t1 ) while the most recent tuple (oid, xc , yc , tc ) is the current
location of the moving object.
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We assume that the moving objects have a “time-sliding-window W” that indicates
how deep in history the tuples are kept. Tuples that have a timestamp less than (Current
time - W ) are discarded, where Current time is the wall clock time. A Trail or a Limited
Trajectory, LT for short, of a moving object is the recent portion of a trajectory. The
sliding-window duration, say W , represents the time duration, or length of the trail. A
trail LT = [(oid, tj , xj , yj ); . . . ; (oid, tk , xk , yk ); . . . ; (oid, tc , xc , yc )], where j ≥ 1 and
tj ≤ tk ≤ tc , where (tc − tj ) ≤ W .
A Trajectory Segment, say S, is a representation of the period between two consecutive
location updates, i.e., [oid; (xi , yi , ti ); (xi+1 , yi+1 , ti+1 )]. One specifc type of segment
is termed the current segment that stores the current location of the moving object. The
current segment is represented in the following format (oid, x, y, ts , N OW T IM E), where
N OW T IM E is a numerical constant value that indicates that the end-timestamp is yet to
be known.
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Fig. 2.2.: The evolution of the trails corresponding to two objects that move in the onedimensional space with a time-sliding-window W .

Figure 2.2 illustrates the evolution of the trails corresponding to two moving objects
with a time-sliding-window W . In Figure 2.2(a), T1 is the current time, i.e., the wall-clock
time, while in Figure 2.2(b), T2 is the current time. At T2 , Segments S21 and S11 have
fallen outside of the time-sliding-window and are expired, and hence are discarded.
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2.1.2

Query Representation

Our focus in this chapter is on spatio-temporal range queries. This query is represented
by the tuple (xmin , ymin , xmax , ymax , tmin , tmax ), where (xmin , ymin ) is the lower-left
bound of the query’s spatial range, (xmax , ymax ) is the upper-right bound of the query’s
spatial range, and current time-W≤ tmin ≤ tmax ≤current time. Under the discrete-objectlocation model, it is required to retrieve trail segments (oid,x,y,ts ,te ) that overlap the query’s
spatial and temporal ranges, i.e., the ones that satisfy the following constraints:
• xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax and ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax
• ts ≤ tmax and te ≥ tmin
Figure 2.2(c) illustrates the parameters of a spatio-temporal range query. Segments
s12 , s13 , s14 , s22 , s23 are the query results.
Under the linear-interpolation model, we need to also retrieve trajectory segments
whose endpoints are outside the query’s spatial temporal ranges and have a linear interpolation that intersects the query’s spatial and temporal ranges, e.g., as in Figure 2.1 (b).

2.2

Related Work
Our proposed index, the trails-tree, is an extension to the RUM-tree [28, 29], where

both the RUM-tree and the trails-tree are variants of the R-tree [30]. The R-tree and its
successors, e.g., [31, 32, 33], are indexes that can be used to store locations of moving
objects in a B-tree-like manner, where each entry in the R-tree is represented by a minimum
bounding rectangle (MBR, for short). The RUM-tree is an index that stores only the current
locations of the moving objects.
To avoid the need to update indexes for moving objects, other approaches for querying
moving objects have been devised [34], mainly, (1) indexing of continuous queries, and
(2) velocity-constrained indexing. In the frst approach, we build an index on the continuous queries and incrementally process the moving objects against the indexed queries as
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the object updates arrive. In contrast, in the second approach, velocity-constrained indexing reduces the number of updates needed to continuously index moving objects. This
approach is based on the assumption that moving objects have a known maximum velocity.
Ranges of queries are expanded according to the maximum distance that may be covered
by moving objects given the maximum velocity.
There has not been much work related to disk-based indexing of recent trajectories.
Queries over sliding-windows have been studied thoroughly in the context of data stream
management systems, e.g., see [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. There has been extensive research
work on disk-based indexing of the entire trajectory of a moving object, e.g., refer to [22,
24, 40, 41, 42].
SWST [4] is a disk-based access method for indexing limited trajectories. The main
components of SWST are: a spatial index and a temporal index. The spatial index is a static
spatial grid. For every spatial grid cell, a temporal index is maintained. This temporal index
is composed of two static temporal grids. Each temporal grid is responsible for indexing
entries within a specifc temporal range. SWST uses a main memory memo structure that
is used to flter temporal grid cells that do not contain any relevant data for queries.
SWST follows an update-insert approach for processing updates. In order to work
properly, SWST assumes that an update operation provides both the object’s old location
along with the object’s new location. In contrast, the trails-tree requires only the new
location of the moving object. SWST searches for the last location update of an object and
deletes it. Then, a new entry for the last location update is inserted with a temporal range
ending with the start-timestamp of the incoming update. Then, a new entry is inserted
for the incoming update. This poses a performance challenge for SWST as processing an
update is expensive and requires a deletion and two entry insertions.
In SWST, sliding-window maintenance is performed using a two-rotating-indexes approach. Each index is responsible for indexing entries within a specifc temporal range;
all temporal ranges are of the same size. Whenever the temporal range of the oldest index
expires, the entire index gets deleted and a new index is created to index new incoming
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Table 2.1.: Notations
Notation
W
oid
CM
cme
ts
te
tS−list
tc
N OW T IM E
I
IR
m
GR

Description
Temporal sliding-window
Moving object identifer
Current memo
Current memo entry
Start-timestamp of a trail segment
End-timestamp of a trail segment
List of start-time stamps of a
moving object in CM
Current time
Constant indicating a current entry
Inspection interval
Inspection ratio
Number of cleaning tokens
Garbage ratio

entries. SWST cannot physically support multiple sliding-windows and will retain entries
for the duration of the longest sliding-window.

2.3

The Trails-Tree
Section 2.3.1 describes the data representation used in the proposed trails-tree index

structure. Section 2.3.2 presents the structure of the trails-tree. Section 2.3.3 presents the
update, query, and vacuum-cleaning algorithms of the trails-tree. Finally, Section 2.3.4
presents the cost analysis of the trails-tree. Table 2.1 summarizes notations that are used
throughout the rest of this chapter.

2.3.1

Trails Representation

The trails-tree aims at indexing recent trajectories of moving objects. In the trails-tree, it
is assumed that moving objects report location updates in the following format: (oid,x,y,ti ),
where oid is the identifer of the moving object, and (x, y) is the object’s new location at
Time ti . Notice that at the time of inserting the new object location, the old location of
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the object is not needed for the trails-tree. Each update is stored in the trails-tree as a trail
segment in the following format: (oid,x,y,ts ,te ). This segment format stores the temporal
range (ts ,te ) during which the moving object exists at Location (x,y). Initially, when an
update arrives, te is not known for this update. Thus, the new segment is inserted in the
following format: (oid,x,y,ts , N OW T IM E) refecting that this entry is a current entry,
where te is set to N OW T IM E. An exact value for te will not be known until the arrival
of a subsequent update, and is refected into the index lazily as described below.
In order to support limited retention of trajectory data, segments are allowed to remain
in the system for only a specifc temporal interval after which they are removed. Then,
segments with ts < tc − W must be marked for deletion, where tc is the current time, and
W is the temporal sliding-window.

Cleaning/
Fixing
New location
update
New location
update ts

Fake
Current

Valid

Current

ts < tc-W

Expired

Cleaning

Deleted

ts < tc-W

ts < tc-W

Fig. 2.3.: State diagram of segments within the trails-tree.

In the trails-tree, a segment can be in one of the following fve states: current, fakecurrent, valid, expired, or deleted. A current segment of a moving object is the one with
the most recent start-timestamp ts for this object. Because no other update for this object
has arrived after ts , this segment has te set to NOWTIME. A fake-current segment is one
that does not have the most recent start-timestamp because subsequent location updates
have arrived. However, a fake-current segment still has te set to NOWTIME. The reason
is that an incoming update does not explicitly search for the segment of the old location
to update it. A valid segment S is one that has te set to the value of ts of the update that
has directly arrived after S and also has ts ≥ tc − W . An expired segment is the one that
is out of the window (i.e., ts < tc − W ) and is to be deleted. A deleted segment is an
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expired segment that is visited by any of the cleaning mechanisms and is removed from the
trails-tree.
Defnition 1 Fixing a segment
We say that we are fxing a segment, say S, when S is a fake-current segment and we
change te for S from NOWTIME to its real value (ts of the subsequent segment), i.e., when
we switch the state of S from fake-current to valid.
The trails-tree may delay fxing previous segments. Thus, multiple fake-current segments for the same oid may co-exist. With the help of a main-memory-based memo structure, the cleaning procedures are responsible for identifying the states of segments, fxing
fake-current segments, and deleting the expired ones. Figure 2.3 gives the state diagram of
a segment in the trails-tree. When a segment, say S, is frst inserted, S is stored as a current
segment. When cleaning procedures touch Segment S, it either fxes the segment if there
are subsequent updates, or it deletes S if S falls outside of the sliding-window.
For example, let the temporal-sliding-window of the trails-tree index be 5 time units.
At Timestamp 0, a new location update arrives for moving object O at location (x1 ,y1 ).
Thus, a new current segment S1 formatted as (O,x1 ,y1 ,0, N OW T IM E) is created in the
trails-tree to represent the new location update. Then, assume that at Timestamp 1, another
location update arrives for the moving object O at location (x2 ,y2 ). This results in creating
a subsequent current segment S2 formatted as (O,x2 ,y2 ,1, N OW T IM E). This makes S1
fake-current. Notice that now both S1 and S2 have te set to N OW T IM E while only S2
should have te set to N OW T IM E. If S1 is visited by any of the cleaning mechanisms
at Timestamp ≤ 5, S1 gets fxed and is transformed into a valid segment, and will be
reformatted as (O,x1 ,y1 ,0, 1). Thus, S1 expires at tc > 5. S1 will be removed from the
trails-tree if S1 is visited by any of the cleaning mechanisms after Timestamp 5.
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2.3.2

Index Structure

The trails-tree index borrows from the RUM-tree [28, 29] in that both indexes have an
“R-tree”, a memory-based “update memo”, and “cleaning strategies”. The structure of the
underlying R-tree, the update memo, and the cleaning process of the trails-tree are different
from those of the RUM-tree. The trails-tree is structured as a 3D R-tree while the RUMtree is a 2D R-tree. The dimensions of the 3D R-tree are the two-dimensional space and
the time dimension. The trails-tree is equipped with an auxiliary data structure termed the
current memo (CM, for short).
The purpose of the trails-tree’s CM is to identify the exact state of segments within the
underlying R-tree. CM contains entries of the form (oid, tS−list ), where oid is the object
identifer, and tS−list is a pointer to a list of start-timestamps.
Whenever a new update arrives for an object, say oid, ts for this update is appended at
the end of tS−list of the corresponding CM entry for oid. Values stored in tS−list will be
used to fx the temporal ranges of the indexed fake-current segments during the cleaning
process. Algorithms for update, clean, and query are presented in Section 2.3.3.
CM is hashed on oid to speed up the search. Notice that CM keeps the entries for
only the updated moving objects and not for all the moving objects as we illustrate in the
next section. The size of CM is kept rather small and can easily ft in main-memory. In
Section 2.3.4, we present further analysis on the size of CM.
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2.3.3

Algorithms

(a) insert/update.

(b) cleaning.

Fig. 2.4.: Examples of update and clean processing in the trails-tree.

Inserting and updating the trails-tree
The insert and update procedures of the trails-tree are essentially the same. Due to lazy
deletion, update translates into only an insert. This is explained in further detail below.
Every incoming update arrives in the format (oid,x,y,ts ) and is treated as a current entry.
This incoming entry is transformed to a trail segment of the form (oid,x,y,ts ,NOWTIME).
Updates only require insertions of the incoming segments into the underlying R-tree. When
an entry is inserted into the trails-tree, the entry is frst checked against CM using the
entry’s oid. If no current memo entry (cme, for short) is found, a new entry for this oid is
created. The value of ts is appended to the tS−list of the corresponding cme. Figure 2.4(a)
gives an example of update processing in the trails-tree. In this example, two location
updates are indexed in the trails-tree for the moving object oid1 , namely (oid1 , x1 , y1 , t1 )
and (oid1 , x2 , y2 , t2 ). At the time of inserting the frst location update, the time at which
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the next update will arrive is not known. Therefore, the frst location update is inserted
as a current segment S1 of the form (oid1 , x1 , y1 , t1 , N OW T IM E) into Node A of the
underlying R-tree. A new cme is created for oid1 with t1 inserted in the tS−list of this
memo entry. When the second location update arrives, it will be treated in the same way
as the frst one. The second location update is inserted into Node B. The temporal duration
of the frst location update is known by now (i.e., it is [t1 , t2 ]) and the segment for the frst
location update (i.e., S1 ) can be fxed. However, we delay fxing the frst segment until
leaf Node A is touched either by another update into Node A or by the vacuum-cleaning
process. During the initialization of the index, many new objects get indexed in the trailstree for the frst time. This can lead to increasing the size of CM to be equal to the total
number of the newly inserted objects. To alleviate this issue, the trails-tree incorporates
a dummy inspection procedure within the cleaning process to restrict the size of CM as
explained in Section 9. Details of the update algorithm are given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Update(oid,x,y,ts )
1 newSegment ← (oid, x, y, ts , N OW T IM E)
2 insert newSegment into the R-tree
3 clean touched leaf node in the R-tree // Algorithm 2
4 search oid in CM
5 if no entry found then
6
cme ← (oid, null)
7
insert cme into CM
8 else
9
let cme be the entry for oid found in CM
10 end
11 append ts to tS−list of cme

Cleaning
The cleaning process is essential for the following purposes; (1) to remove expired
segments (i.e., maintain the sliding-window), (2) to fx fake-current segments that have
subsequent updates, and (3) to restrict the size of CM by removing CM entries that cannot
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be removed by fxing fake-current segments. When a new entry is frst inserted into the
trails-tree, it is initially set as a current entry and the end time is set to N OW T IM E
indicating that the end-timestamp of this trail segment is unknown for now. Since update
processing does not fx previous segments instantaneously, the fxing process is left to the
cleaning process.
The trails-tree uses two cleaning strategies, namely clean-upon-write and vacuumcleaning using tokens. The difference between these two cleaning strategies is in the order
of visiting the leaf nodes. The clean-upon-write strategy cleans a leaf node whenever the
leaf node is fetched during an update. The clean-upon-write strategy takes advantage of
the disk I/O that already takes place during an update (or an insertion). As the fetched disk
page is retrieved for the update, cleaning is performed on-the-fy on this page. The cleanupon-write strategy is not suffcient as some nodes may never get cleaned if they do not
receive any new updates. Also, the cleaning of some nodes may get delayed signifcantly
if these nodes are not frequently updated. This delay may result in a needless growth in
the size of CM, where it would be diffcult to limit CM’s size if no other measures are
introduced.
The vacuum-cleaning strategy solves this problem by traversing the leaf nodes of the
underlying R-tree and periodically chooses leaf nodes for cleaning. We introduce the following terms to better describe the cleaning process.
Defnition 2 Cleaning token
A cleaning token is a logical object that marks the leaf node of the trails-tree to be cleaned
next.
Cleaning tokens swipe the entire space at the leaf level to choose nodes for cleaning.
Defnition 3 Inspection interval (I)
The inspection interval is the number of updates that must take place before a cleaning
token gets assigned to a new leaf node of the R-tree.
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Defnition 4 Inspection ratio (IR)
The inspection ratio is the number of leaf nodes inspected by the vacuum cleaner over the
total number of updates processed in the trails-tree. It defnes the cleaning frequency (i.e.,
how fast the vacuum-cleaner visits leaf nodes)
Let U and m be the total number of updates and the number of cleaning tokens, respectively.
A leaf node is inspected by a token every

U
I

updates. The inspection ratio of the cleaner

can be calculated as follows:
U
IR = I

×m
U

(2.1)

m
IR =

I

Defnition 5 Garbage ratio (GR)
The garbage ratio is the number of indexed trail segments in the index over the total number
of trail segments in the index.
To speed up the cleaning process (i.e., to increase the inspection ratio), more cleaning
tokens can work in parallel. The more the number of cleaning tokens used, the more the
number of leaf nodes inspected for cleaning, the faster the cleaning process is the lower the
garbage ratio, and the higher the cleaning overhead.
Both the vacuum-cleaning and the clean-upon-write techniques can work in parallel.
To facilitate this parallelism, we adopt a least-recently-cleaned (LRC) policy on cleaning
the leaf nodes. This policy avoids assigning a cleaning token to a node that has just been
recently cleaned with the clean-upon-write technique. In contrast to scanning the leaf-level,
we scan the non-leaf nodes at the lowest-level (i.e,. the one closest to the leaf nodes) to
support the LRC policy. In this level, we maintain a bit vector, termed cleaning bits, in
each of these non-leaf nodes with one bit per leaf node. When a leaf node is cleaned upon
writing, the bit corresponding to this leaf node is set to one. Starting from the left-most
non-leaf node at the lowest level, we investigate the bits of this node’s bit vector from left
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to right in order. If a bit is set to one, this means that its corresponding leaf page has been
recently cleaned by the clean-upon-write technique. Thus, we reset this bit to zero and
skip the corresponding leaf node in this round of vacuum cleaning as this leaf node has
been recently cleaned. If the bit is zero, we vacuum clean the corresponding leaf node
by checking its entries against the memo and delete the obsolete entries, if any, or fx the
end-time of some of the segments according to Algorithm 2.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the trails-tree with vacuum-cleaning. In Figure 2.5(a) the cleaning
token is visiting Leaf Node L2 for cleaning. Also, in Figure 2.5(a), Node L3 has recently
been cleaned using the clean-upon-write approach and its corresponding cleaning bit is set
to one. Figure 2.5(b) illustrates that the cleaning token has not visited Leaf Node L3 and
goes directly to Node L4. The cleaning bit of Node L3 is set to one. Using cleaning bits
alongside with cleaning tokens prevents re-cleaning the leaf nodes that have recently been
cleaned, and emulates an LRC policy.
The cleaning process may remove some trajectory segments, i.e., expired segments.
This requires shrinking the bounding boxes of parent nodes of the cleaned node all the
way to the root of the trails-tree to account for the removed entries. The clean-upon-write
approach takes place during the insertion of new entries in the trails-tree. Because insertion
is a top-down process, the information about the parent nodes from the root till the leaf node
is all identifed. At the end of the insertion process, the leaf node gets cleaned and hence its
bounding box may change. This allows the parent nodes to check if their bounding boxes as
well and potentially shrink them accordingly. Because the insertion was originally initiated
from the root downwards all the parent node information is available.
Recall-that the vacuum-cleaning approach scans the non-leaf nodes at the lowest-level
(i.e,. the one closest to the leaf nodes) to identify leaf nodes that need to be cleaned. When
the trails-tree non-leaf nodes are cached, backward pointers are established from each node
to its parent. Notice that the trails-tree does not maintain parent pointers inside their leaf
nodes as parent pointers are very expensive to maintain. The reason is that when parent
nodes of leaf-level nodes get split, all child leaf-level nodes need to update their parent
pointer on disk and this is a very IO intensive operation. In case the bounding boxes of a
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segment is removed. If the entry is found to have te = N OW T IM E, it is checked against
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CM to determine if its end-timestamp needs fxing. Entries that need fxing consume the
proper end-timestamp from the current memo, as explained below.
Defnition 6 Consuming a timestamp
During the cleaning process, a segment is checked against its corresponding cme. Starttimestamps in cme.tS−list are traversed in increasing order. If there exists an entry e with
a start-timestamp that is strictly greater than the start-timestamp of the segment at hand,
then the segment is fxed, and e is removed from cme.tS−list . In this case, the entry e is said
to be “consumed”.
If no memo entry is found for this segment or no greater timestamp value exists in the
corresponding cme.tS−list , then this segment is considered current and is left unchanged. If
all timestamp values within the corresponding cme.tS−list have been consumed (i.e, tS−list
is empty) the entire memo entry is removed.
Figure 2.4(b) gives an example of the cleaning process when Nodes A and B are inspected. Assume that Segment S1 in Node A is not expired. S1 is checked against CM and
an entry in the corresponding cme.tS−list is found with Timestamp t2 that is greater than t1 .
Then, S1 gets fxed with end-timestamp t2 , and t2 is removed (i.e., consumed) from the corresponding cme.tS−list in CM. When Node B is inspected for cleaning (assuming that S2
is also not expired), S2 is checked against CM and no entry in cme.tS−list with timestamp
greater than the start-timestamp of S2 can be found. Hence, S2 remains unchanged (i.e., is
a current segment). If S2 is found to be expired (i.e., t2 + W < tc ), S2 will be removed
from Node B and any entry of timestamp less than or equal to t2 will be removed from the
corresponding cme.tS−list . Cleaning procedures are detailed in Algorithms 2 and 3.

Dummy Inspection
In this section, we describe how the trails-tree addresses the issue of dummy entries in
the CM. A dummy entry, say DE, of an object O is a CM entry that has a single timestamp
td in its DE.tS−list that will never be consumed when fxing trail segments.
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Algorithm 2: Clean (Node N)
1 foreach Segment e in Node N do
2
if e.ts + W < tc then
// Expired segment
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

search e.oid in CM
if memo entry found then
let cme be the found CM entry for oid
delete all entries in cme.tS−list with timestamp less than or equal to e.ts
if cme.tS−list is empty then
remove cme from CM
end
end
Delete e from N
else if e.te == N OW T IM E then
// Valid segment

13
14

search e.oid in CM
if no memo entry found then
// Current segment do nothing

15
16

else
let cme be the found CM entry for oid
// Search cme.tS−list for the smallest timestamp
// greater than e.ts using Algorithm 3

17
18

ET ← Get End T ime(e, cme)
if ET 6= N OW T IM E then
// Unfixed segment

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

e.te ← ET
Remove ET from cme
if cme.tS−list is empty then
remove cme from CM
end
end
end
end
end
Update Node N ’s bounding box to the root

During the normal clean-processing, fxing fake-current segments shrinks the size of
CM by consuming its entries. A dummy entry in CM has no indexed trail segment with a
start-timestamp that is less than the timestamp of the dummy entry, and hence the dummy
entry is never consumed. Dummy entries occur at the insertion of the frst location update
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Algorithm 3: Get End Time (Segment e, Memo entry cme)
1 p ← cme.tslist .head
2 while p.t ≤ e.ts do
3
p = p.next
4 end
5 if p == N U LL then
6
return N OW T IM E
7 else
8
return p.t
9 end

of a moving object in the trails-tree. According to Algorithm 1, the timestamp of the frst
location update of an object, say O, will be inserted to O’s tS−list . Since this is the frst
location update for O, there are no indexed segments with prior timestamps to consume
this dummy entry and remove it from CM. This can result in increasing the size of CM at
start up, i.e., when moving objects are being inserted for the frst time into the trails-tree.
To address this problem, the trails-tree employs a dummy-inspection procedure that
detects the existence of dummy entries and removes them. Assume that the cleaning procedure starts a vacuum-cleaning cycle at Time t. After every leaf node of the trails-tree has
been visited and cleaned, all timestamps in CM that are less than t will either be consumed,
i.e., removed or remain as a dummy entry. A timestamp, say tx ¡ t, in CM will be removed
when there exists a segment in the trials-tree, say S, with timestamp S.ts that is less than
tx and also less than t.
All timestamps with time less than t that remain within CM entries after a full cleaning
cycle are dummy timestamps, and hence are removed at the end of the cleaning cycle. If
the removal of a dummy timestamp from a CM entry cme results in an empty cme.tS−list ,
the CM entry cme is a dummy entry and is also removed from CM. This restricts the size
of CM and prevents it from growing during the insertion of the frst location updates of
moving objects.
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Query Processing
Processing spatio-temporal range queries over the trails-tree goes through a flter-andrefne steps. The flter step runs the query on the underlying R-tree. This step may qualify
some expired segments and some valid segments that need fxing alongside with legitimate
result segments. The refne step removes the erroneous segments. It performs the following
two checks on candidate segments to ensure that only true results are reported as output.
1. Check for expired segments: If the segment being checked has a start-timestamp
that is outside the temporal-sliding-window (i.e., is expired), it is removed from the
output.
2. Check for current segments: If the segment being checked has te = N OW T IM E,
it is checked against CM to fnd a timestamp within the corresponding cme.tS−list
that is greater than the segment’s ts . If a timestamp is found, the segment’s te gets
fxed using the retrieved timestamp. If no timestamp is found, the output segment
remains unchanged. Then, the segment’s temporal range (i.e., [ts , te ]) is checked to
see if it overlaps the query’s temporal range. If the segment’s temporal range does
not overlap the query’s temporal range, the segment is removed from the output.
Algorithm 4 illustrates the general query processing procedure of the trails-tree. Notice
that queries over the trails-tree do not modify any information stored in the current memo
or in the R-tree to avoid adding cost overhead to query processing.

The undetectable updates anomaly
Mainly, the trails-tree uses the discrete-object-location representation. In this representation, a trajectory is stored as a sequence of segments of the form (oid, x, y, ts , te ) as
described in Section 2.1. This discrete representation is adopted by many trajectory access methods, e.g., [4, 22, 23]. Also, it is desirable to support the linear-interpolation
model [25, 26, 27], in which the movement of an object between consecutive updates is
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Algorithm 4: Query (xmin,ymin,xmax,ymax,tmin,tmax)
1 Set cand // candidate result set
2 Set f inal // final result set
3 cand ← query R-tree
4 foreach entry e in cand do
5
if e.ts ≥ tc − W then // Valid
6
if e.te == N OW T IM E then
7
search e.oid in CM
8
if no memo entry found then
// Current entry do nothing
9
10
11
12

else
let cme be the found CM entry for oid // use Algorithm 3
ET ← Get End T ime(e, cme)
if ET 6= N OW T IM E then
// Unfixed entry

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

e.te ← ET
end
end
end
if e.te ≥ tmin and e.ts ≤ tmax then
add e to fnal
end
end
end

assumed to be of constant speed and following a straight line. However, having a discrete
representation under the linear-interpolation model may result in incorrect query results. If
the spatio-temporal range of the query falls on the line connecting consecutive updates but
does not contain any of these updates, neither updates will be included in the query result,
e.g., see Figure 2.1(b). This results in the undetectable updates anomaly.
In many applications, e.g., [43], it is typical to assume that objects move with a maximum velocity Vmax , e.g., as constrained by traffc laws, and that moving objects report
location updates every specifc time duration p. In this case, we can safely assume that
undetectable updates can only happen dmax = Vmax × p away from the spatial range of the
query and p time units away from the temporal range of the query. One basic solution to
the undetectable updates problem is to extend the spatial and temporal ranges of the query
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(a) Overall query extension (b) Upper/lower query extension

(d) Spatial slice extension

(c) Edge extension

(e) Time slice extension

Fig. 2.6.: Spatio-temporal query extension to handle undetectable updates.

from (xmin , ymin , xmax , ymax , tmin , tmax ) to (xmin − dmax , ymin − dmax , xmax + dmax ,
ymax + dmax , tmin − p, tmax + p), fnd all the potential undetectable updates, and report
them as part of the resultset.
Figure 2.6(a) gives an example of the basic query extension. This approach requires
checking location updates that may or may not contribute to the fnal query resultset. For
example, in Figure 2.6(a), the black cube represents the original query range. The dotted
red cube represents the extended query range. Segment S1 contributes to the fnal resultset because S1 has the following properties: (1) both of its endpoints are in the extended
query range, and (2) the line connecting the endpoints of Segment S1 intersects the original spatio-temporal range of the query. However, Segment S2 does not contribute to the
fnal resultset. Although both endpoints of S2 are in the extended query range, S2 does
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not intersect the original query range. Observe that Segments S3 and S4 contribute to the
fnal query result. However, one endpoint of those segments falls inside the original query
range. To fnd the complete resultset of a spatio-temporal query, we perform the following
steps: (1) Extend the spatio-temporal range of the query under the maximum velocity assumption, (2) Identify the trajectory segments that fall in the extended area, and (3) Refne
the trajectory segments in the extended range to fnd the segments with both endpoints in
the extended area and that intersect the original query range.
We defne potential trajectory segments as the trajectory segments with both endpoints
being in the extended query range, but not in the original query range, e.g., see Figure 2.1.
Observe that potential trajectory segments can only occur around the edges of the original
query range, e.g., Segments S1 and S2 in Figure 2.6(a). Segments that are not near any
edge, e.g., Segment S3 and Segment S4, will either have one endpoint in the original
query range, and hence will be in the fnal result, or will have both endpoints outside the
original range and never intersect the original query range. Hence, segments that are not
near the edges of the original query range should not be considered for refnement. We
optimize the time needed for the refnement step by restricting the refnement range to
these segments that are around the edges of the original range. We defne potential ranges
as the areas inside the extended query range within dmax spatial distance from the edges of
the query and p time units from the original temporal range of the query. Figure 2.6(b,c)
gives the potential ranges around the edges of the original query range. These proposed
potential ranges are correct when the spatial range of the query (per dimension) is greater
than dmax and the temporal range of the query is greater than p. However, when the spatial
range or the temporal range of the query is less than dmax and p respectively, the potential
ranges around edges are not suffcient to catch all undetectable updates. For example, in
Figure 2.6(d), the spatial range of the query is smaller than dmax and hence one endpoint of
Segment S1 can cut through the query’s range having endpoints outside the query and not
around the corners. To address this issue, we extend the potential ranges with the dotted
area illustrated in Figure 2.6(d). The same applies to small temporal ranges as illustrated
in Figure 2.6(e).
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This optimized flter-refne algorithm is orthogonal to the trails-tree, and can be adopted
by any trajectory access method that utilizes the discrete-object-location model.
Notice that the trails-tree mainly supports the discrete-object-location model by storing trajectory segments of the form (oid,x,y,ts ,te ). Also, querying the trails-tree with extended queries logically enables the linear interpolation model on top of the discrete-objectlocation model. One alternative approach to handle the undetectable updates anomaly is to
store trajectory segments in the linear interpolated model, i.e., (oid,xs ,ys ,xe ,ye ,ts ,te ), where
xe and ye are the coordinates of the ending location of the trajectory segment. Using this
model eliminates the need for query extensions. However, storing trajectory segments in
the linear interpolated model requires 3X the memory needed for main memory structure
CM. The reason is that, in order to support the interpolated model, CM needs to store x, y, t
for every incoming update to properly clean and fx fake-current segments instead of only t.
Also, this invalidates the initial assumption that the supported model of the trails-tree is the
discrete-object-location model. Recall that the discrete-object-location model is applicable
in situations where no assumptions can be made about the movement of objects between
two consecutive updates. For example, in security applications, adopting the linear interpolation model may result in mistakenly assuming that an individual entered a restricted area.
Hence, storing trajectory segments in the form (oid,x,y,ts ,te ) allows the trails-tree to support
both the discrete-object-location model and the logical support of the linear-interpolation
model.

Terminating a trajectory
A trajectory is terminated when its last trajectory segment is not current. This can
be interpreted as if the object disappeared, i.e., the object is no longer located at its last
reported position. Trajectory termination is supported in the trails-tree by adding a CM
entry with the object’s termination timestamp without performing an actual update in the
underlying R-tree within the trails-tree. This sets an end-timestamp to the current segment
of the terminated trajectory.
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Notice that in the query extension technique, a maximum duration is assumed between
any two consecutive updates. Any trajectory segment that overlaps with the spatio-temporal
range of a query while violating the assumed maximum duration will never be reported
among the query result. Any invalid trajectory segment is removed from the fnal resultset
during the query refnement step.

Multiple time-sliding-window support
Supporting multiple sliding-windows may be desirable for situations where the size of
the sliding-window depends on the moving object’s profle, e.g., the privacy requirements
of cellphone users may be different from the privacy requirements of taxis and police vehicles. One approach to support multiple sliding-windows at the level of the trail segment is
to modify the indexed trail segment, say S, to be in the format (oid,x,y,ts ,W, N OW T IM E),
where S.W is the desired window size for S. In this case, when S is checked for expiry
by the cleaning procedures, the value of S.W is used to check the validity of Segment S,
i.e., S is valid if S.ts + S.W ≤ tc . This approach does not require segments with smaller
valid duration to remain in the index for the longest possible window size in contrast to the
approach that uses two-rotating-indexes and that is adopted by the SWST [4] index. This
approach uses two indexes; a current index to receive incoming updates, and a historical
index that keeps data for the longest sliding-window. The two indexes are rotated periodically every longest sliding-window as follows: (1) the historical index is removed, (2) the
current index becomes the historical index, and (3) a new current index is created.
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2.3.4

Analysis

In this section, we analyze the worst-case size of the current memo (CM) and the
overall update cost of the trails-tree.

Current Memo Size
The CM of the trails-tree resides in main-memory. Hence, it is essential to limit the
worst-case memo size. During update processing, entries are added to CM and the size of
the memo increases. However, during the cleaning process, entries of the current memo are
consumed, and the size of the memo is reduced.
Let m be the number of cleaning tokens, I be the inspection interval, N be the total
number of leaf nodes in the underlying R-tree, and E be the size of a current memo entry containing one timestamp in its tS−list . Every leaf node is visited once every
updates. In the worst case, when every update creates a new memo entry, at most

(N ×I)
m
(N ×I)
m

entries will be added to the memo. This means that the size of the memo will be at most
(N ×E×I)
.
m

Observe that the size of the memo increases as the inspection interval increases

and decreases as the number of tokens increases. Therefore, we can restrict the size of the
memo by adjusting the values of I and m.

Update Cost
Each update is an insertion into the R-tree. Assume that all non-leaf nodes of the R-tree
can ft in main-memory while the leaf nodes are in disk. The work in [28, 29, 44] uses
similar assumptions. An insertion requires one leaf node read then write, i.e., each update
costs two disk I/Os. For K updates, the number of leaf nodes visited by the cleaner is
(K×m)
.
I

Each cleaner visit requires one leaf node read and one leaf node write as well. The

clean-upon-write optimization does not involve extra disk accesses. Therefore, the overall
cost per update is 2(1 +

m
I

) disk accesses.
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2.4

Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we study the performance of the trails-tree. We compare the trails-

tree against the state-of-the-art SWST [4] index. We realize SWST strictly following the
structure described in [4]2 . All implementations are in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio
2010 express on an Intel core I5 machine with 3GB RAM.
In our implementation of SWST, we use the same system parameters as the ones in [4]
and that are listed in Table 2.2.
We use the following synthetic and real datasets in the experiments:
• UNIFORM: The UNIFORM dataset is a synthetic dataset generated by uniformly
distributing objects in the X-Y space. Then, for every moving object, a random
direction is selected for every location update.
• Brinkhoff [45]: The Brinkhoff dataset is a synthetic dataset generated using the Minnesota Traffc Generator [46]. The Minnesota Traffc Generator is a wrapper around
the Brinkhoff’s Framework for Generating Network-Based Moving Objects [45].
The Brinkhoff dataset is generated using the road network of the city of Indianapolis,
Indiana.
• GSTD [47]: The GSTD dataset is a synthetic dataset of 100K moving objects generated using the GSTD generator [47].
• GeoLife [48, 49, 50]: The GeoLife dataset is a real dataset collected from 182 users
over a period of three years. This dataset contains 17,621 trajectories with a total
distance of about 1.2 million kilometers and a total duration of 48,000+ hours. These
trajectories are recorded by different GPS loggers and GPS-phones, and have a variety of sampling rates.
• T-Drive [51, 52]: The T-Drive dataset is a real dataset containing one-week trajectories of 10,357 taxis in the city of Beijing, China. The total number of points in this
2

Original SWST code was not available from the authors of [4].
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dataset is around 15 million and the total distance of the trajectories reaches 9 million
kilometers.
All fve datasets have been preprocessed to ensure that all updates are ordered based on
the timestamp of the update. The spatial range for all datasets is normalized to map to a
10000 × 10000 spatial grid. Spatial mapping is not essential for the trails-tree. However, it
is important for SWST. SWST must have a predetermined spatial range as it uses a spatial
grid and cannot handle entries that fall out of the spatial range of the spatial grid.
In most practical systems, multilevel indexes, e.g., the B+ -tree and the R-tree, store
internal nodes in memory buffers to speed up the operations performed on the index. Only
leaf nodes are stored in disk pages. To illustrate, assume that we have a B+ -tree or an
R-tree with an average fanout of 150 (Assume that a disk page is 8 Kbytes and a single
entry is about 50 bytes). Assume further that we have 1,000,000,000 entries to be indexed.
Each leaf node will store 150 entries, and hence we have 1, 000, 000, 000/150 leaf nodes.
Assume that the fanout of the non-leaf nodes is equal to the fanout of the leaf nodes. Then,
the height of the index would be log150 (1, 000, 000, 000/150) ' 3. Therefore, we have
1 + 150 + 150 ∗ 150 non-leaf nodes (i.e., disk pages). Then, the space required for the
non-leaf nodes is around 200 MB that can easily ft in main memory. In practical systems,
the fanout of non-leaf nodes is much higher than that of the leaf nodes, which further
reduces the overall memory space required by the non-leaf nodes.
Based on this premise, the main performance metric that we study is the number of
leaf-node accesses as a representative of the number of required disk I/Os. The response
time of an index operation depends on two factors; the number of disk I/Os and the CPU
cost of the operation. In our experiments, we assume that one disk I/O takes around 13
milliseconds [53] for rotating disk drives (HDD) and around .5 milliseconds [54] for solid
state drives (SSD). We measure the CPU cost based on the wall-clock time taken to perform
an index operation. We measure the I/O cost by counting the total number of leaf-node
accesses needed to perform an index operation. We calculate the overall response time for
rotating hard disk drives (HDD) by multiplying the number of I/O’s by the disk I/O time
(13 milliseconds [53]) then adding the CPU cost. Also, we calculate the overall response
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Table 2.2.: SWST parameters and corresponding values.
Parameter
Page size
Spatial extent
Spatial grid cells
Temporal grid cells

Value
8Kbytes
10000 × 10000
20 × 20
20000 for each B+ -tree

Table 2.3.: The trails-tree parameters and corresponding values.
Parameter
Page size
Inspection interval
Inspection ratio

Value
8Kbytes
20,40,200,400,2000
100,50,10,5,1 %

Table 2.4.: Dataset and query parameters and values.
Parameter
Num of objects Brinkhoff
Num of objects UNIFORM
Num of objects GeoLife
Num of objects T-Drive
Num of objects GSTD
Window size
Num of updates
Num of queries
Query spatial range
Query temporal range

Value
4K, 10K, 20K
10K, 25K, 50K
18.6K
10.3K
100K
5,10,20,30% of temporal range
1m, 2.5m, 5m
1k
1,6,10,30 % of spatial range
0,10,30,40,80,100 % of window
0,1,3,4,8,10 % of temporal range

time for solid state drives (SSD) by multiplying the number of I/O’s by the average SSD I/O
time (.5 millisecond [54]) then adding the CPU cost. In order to test query performance,
we generate 1000 queries within the current sliding-window. These queries are run against
both the trails-tree and SWST. We study the effect of changing the spatial and temporal
extents of the queries.
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Fig. 2.7.: Performance per update using various datasets.

2.4.1

Update Cost

Performance Using Various Datasets
We use the fve datasets described in the previous section with 2.5 million updates per
dataset. From Figure 2.7(a), SWST requires a higher number of disk I/Os compared to
the trails-tree. The reason is that SWST uses the Update-Insert approach that requires two
insertions and one deletion per update. In contrast, the cost of an update in the trails-tree is
reduced to the cost of one insertion into the underlying R-tree.
In Figure 2.7(b), the CPU time for SWST is smaller than that of the trails-tree. The
reason is that SWST uses grid-based indexing. Therefore, spatial and temporal index
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cells are calculated using simple operations. Physical insertion and deletion operations
are performed on B+ -trees that require lower CPU time when compared to operations performed on R-trees. The reason that insertion operations on R-trees require more time is that
these operations involve node-splitting and branch-selection algorithms. Node-splitting and
branch-selection algorithms require more time in order to reduce the overlap among child
nodes to speed up query performance.
Figure 2.7(c) gives the overall response time for both the CPU and I/O times when using
rotating hard-disk drives (HDD), where the response time for the trails-tree is smaller by
up to 50%.
Figure 2.7(d) gives the overall response time for both the CPU and I/O times when
using solid-state drives (SSD), where the response time for the trails-tree is smaller by up
to 35%.
From Figure 2.7, the effect of disk I/Os dominates the effect of the CPU time. Hence, in
subsequent experiments, we use the number of disk I/Os as the main performance metric.
Notice that the performance gain of the trails-tree on hard-drive disks is higher than the
performance gain on solid-state drives. Notice that hard-disk drives (HDD) are still a viable
storage medium for data management systems. The reason is that hard-disk drives are more
cost-effective than solid-state drives. Also, solid-state drives can only perform a specifc
number of erase and write operations before wearing out [55].
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Varying the Number of Updates
Figure 2.8 illustrates how the trails-tree and SWST behave when increasing the number
of updates from 1 to 5 millions. From the fgure, the trails-tree has superior performance in
terms of disk I/Os. Thus, the trails-tree and SWST are stable when increasing the number
of moving objects and the number of updates. The trails-tree maintains its advantage over
SWST in terms of reduced update cost by up to a factor of two.
To demonstrate the scalability of the trails-tree, we use a large synthetic UNIFORM
dataset while increasing the number updates from 1 million to 30 million updates. The
sliding window used in this experiment is 30% of the entire temporal range. Figure 2.9
illustrates the performance of both the trails-tree and SWST while increasing the number
of updates. This fgure demonstrates that the trail-tree maintains superior performance over
SWST for large datasets.
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Performance Under Various Window Sizes
In this experiment, we change the sliding-window size on both indexes. We use 2.5
million updates for each of the fve datasets described at the beginning of Section 2.4.
The window size changes from 5% to 20% of the entire temporal range of all updates.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the performance of both SWST and the trails-tree under various
window sizes. From the fgure, it is clear that both indexes are stable in terms of the
number of leaf-node accesses while changing the sliding-window size. The trails-tree has
reduced update cost over SWST by up to a factor of two.
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Fig. 2.11.: Query I/O Performance: Varying the query’s spatial extent.

2.4.2

Query Performance

Varying the Spatial Ranges of the Queries
We study the effect of varying the spatial range of queries on both SWST and the trailstree. In this experiment, we fx the temporal range of the queries to be 30% of the temporal
sliding-window. We vary the spatial range of queries from 1% to 30% of the entire spatial
range. Figure 2.11 illustrates that initially SWST slightly outperforms the trails-tree in
terms of I/O cost. This happens when the spatial range of queries is very small (i.e., up
to 2% of the spatial range). The reason is that, in the case of a small spatial range, SWST
visits few spatial grid cells and accordingly few temporal grid cells. When the spatial range
of queries increases (i.e., larger than 2% of the spatial range), the trails-tree outperforms
SWST by up to a factor of two. The enhancement in performance is due to the increase
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in the number of spatial grid cells visited by SWST and accordingly the number of visited
temporal grid cells. The main reason that the trails-tree outperforms SWST is that SWST
uses the two-rotating-indexes approach that requires visiting more than one index to answer
a single query. Another reason is that in SWST, the temporal ranges of temporal grid cells
overlap. This results in the need to visit all temporal cells that overlap the temporal range
of a query. Observe that increasing the spatial range of queries increases the number of
disk I/Os required by both the trails-tree and SWST. Also, we study the query’s CPU time
needed for both SWST and the trail-tree. Figure 2.13 demonstrates that the trails-tree
requires lower CPU time that SWST. From the fgure, notice that the CPU time of SWST
signifcantly increases as the spatial range of the query increases compared to that of the
trails-tree. The reason is that SWST is grid-based and as the spatial range of the query
increases, the number of visited grid cells increases.
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Varying the Query’s Temporal Range
In this experiment, we vary the temporal range of queries from 0% to 100% of the
temporal sliding-window that maps into 0% to 10% of the entire temporal range of the
experiment. We fx the spatial range of these queries to be 6% of the entire spatial range of
each dimension. Figure 2.12 illustrates that the trails-tree consistently outperforms SWST
by up to a factor of two. The reason is that SWST uses the two-rotating-indexes approach
that requires accessing more than one index to answer one query. In addition, the grid cells
of the temporal index of SWST have high overlap in their temporal ranges. This results in
visiting multiple temporal grid cells to answer one query. With respect to the CPU time of
the query, Figure 2.13 demonstrates that the CPU time of SWST increases as the temporal
range of the query increases compared to that of the trails-tree. The reason is that SWST
uses a grid for indexing time and as the temporal range of the query increases, the number

CPU time per query (msec)

of visited cells increases.
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2.4.3

Cleaning Performance

In this experiment, we study the effect of varying the cleaning frequency on the performance of the trails-tree. We use 20 cleaning tokens and vary the inspection interval from 20
to 2000. This changes the inspection ratio of the cleaner from 1% to 100%. Figure 2.15(a)
illustrates that increasing the inspection ratio increases the I/O overhead of the cleaner.
However, Figure 2.15(b) illustrates that speeding up the cleaner reduces the garbage ratio
of the index. Also, Figure 2.15(b) illustrates that employing the LRC cleaning approach on
top of cleaning tokens reduces the garbage ratio of the index with almost no added overhead
on the update performance.
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Table 2.5.: Main-memory overhead.
Component
Non-leaf index nodes
Other main-memory components
Total

2.4.4

Trails-tree
372 K
311 K
683 K

SWST
3392 K
424 K
3816 K

Main-Memory Overhead

In this experiment, we compare the average main-memory overhead of both the trailstree and SWST using the UNIFORM dataset. The main-memory overhead for the trailstree includes all main-memory-resident components illustrated in Figure 2.5, i.e., non-leaf
index nodes and the current memo. SWST contains two main-memory-resident components: non-leaf index nodes and a main-memory memo. Table 2.5 illustrates that the mainmemory overhead of the trails-tree is about 6 times less than that of SWST. The reason
is that SWST is a Grid-based index that uses two B+ -tree for temporal indexing for every
spatial grid cell. Hence, the main-memory requirements of storing the non-leaf nodes of
these B+ -trees is considerably high. If the non-leaf nodes of the B+ -trees within SWST
are not stored in main-memory, the IO overhead of SWST’s operations would signifcantly
increase, and thus leading to even worst overall performance within SWST.
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2.4.5

Effect of Query Extension

In this experiment, we study the performance of query-extension techniques using the
synthetic UNIFORM dataset. We contrast the performance of the basic and the optimized
query extension approaches while varying the parameters that control the range of the extended query. In the trails-tree, the ranges of queries are temporally extended with p, and
are spatially extended with dmax , where p is the maximum duration between any two updates, Vmax is the maximum velocity of the moving objects, and dmax = p × Vmax .
In Figure 2.16, we give the performance of both the basic and the optimized queryextension approaches while varying the maximum duration between consecutive updates.
We vary the value of p between 10 and 100 time units while fxing Vmax to 3 distance
units/time unit.
Figure 2.16(a) gives the CPU time of both the basic and the optimized query extension
approaches. From the fgure, observe that the optimized query extension approach has
lower CPU-time for querying than that of the basic query approach. The reason is due to the
lower amount of time spent in refning the query results in the optimized query-extension
approach. As p increases, the performance gain of the optimized query extension approach
increases. The reason is that as p increases, the extended area of the query increases, and
this in turn increases the refnement overhead of the basic query extension approach.
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Figure 2.16(b) gives the number of IOs needed as p increases. Notice that the number
of IOs for both the basic and the optimized query-extension approaches is identical. The
reason is that the range of the extended query submitted to the trails-tree is identical for
both approaches. However, the main performance advantage is due to the reduced CPU
time for the optimized query-extension approach. Notice that the number of query IOs
increases as p increases. The reason is that as p increases, the range of the query submitted
to the trails-tree increases.
In Figure 2.17, we give the performance of both the basic and the optimized query extension approaches while varying the velocity of moving objects. We vary the value of Vmax
between 1 and 10 distance units/time unit while fxing p to 50 time units. Figure 2.17(a)
illustrates that the optimized query-extension approach achieves better CPU time when
compared to that of the basic query-extension approach. Figure 2.17(b) illustrates that the
number of query IOs for both approaches is identical.

2.5

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we study the effcient support of time in spatial databases. We present

the trails-tree, a disk-based structure for indexing recent trajectories of moving objects. The
trails-tree uses an effcient main memory structure that signifcantly improves the number
of disk IOs needed for the insert and query operations. The trails-tree adopts an effcient
querying algorithm that ensures the correctness of the query results under the discrete trajectory updates. The trails-tree requires half the disk IOs needed by the state-of-art-index.
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3. FAST: FREQUENCY-AWARE INDEXING OF SPATIO-TEXTUAL
QUERIES
The current scale of spatio-textual data is massive as we described in Chapter 1. This data
needs to processed and managed in realtime. In this chapter, we focus on the indexing
of continuous spatio-textual queries. This type of queries appears in many applications,
e.g., location-aware publish/subscribe systems [18], information dissemination [56], and
sponsored search [57]. A continuous spatial-keyword flter query consists of a spatial range
and an associated set of keywords. For a stream of spatio-textual objects, a continuous
spatio-textual flter query identifes the objects that fall inside the spatial range of the query
and that contain all the keywords of the query.
It is challenging to support effcient indexing of continuous spatio-textual queries in a
streaming environment due to the following reasons:
• The massive scale of the indexed queries as it is typical to deal with millions of
rapidly arriving continuous queries.
• Spatio-textual objects are streamed at a high rate, and it is required to process these
objects against millions of indexed queries with minimal latency.
• The locations and frequencies of spatio-textual data and queries are not uniformly
distributed. Hence, an effcient index needs to account for the varying distributions
of spatial and textual aspects of the indexed queries.
• The assumption of knowing the entire vocabulary of keywords in advance is not valid
in many situations, e.g., as in processing social media posts where new keywords
keep getting adopted by users.
To address these challenges, we introduce FAST, a Frequency-Aware Spatio-Textual
access method for indexing continuous queries in a streaming environment.
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FAST treats the frequencies of keywords and their distribution in space as frst-class
properties of spatio-textual queries. FAST integrates a variant of the incomplete spatial
pyramid structure [58] with a new textual index, termed the adaptive keyword index (AKI)
to boost the spatial and textual pruning power of FAST. The spatial pyramid is a multiresolution spatial index that is being adopted in many spatio-textual indexes, e.g., [59, 60].
AKI accounts for the frequencies of the keywords, and automatically distinguishes between
frequent and infrequent keywords. AKI allows FAST to quickly prune queries that have
infrequent keywords. Queries that have no infrequent keywords are indexed in a more
selective way in FAST. Moreover, instead of searching for all the keywords at all the levels
of the pyramid, FAST adopts frequency-aware spatial indexing, where queries containing
infrequent keywords are indexed only at the top level of the spatial pyramid. This reduces
the number of keywords being searched while descending the spatial pyramid. Because of
this frequency awareness, FAST is 3x faster than the state-of-the-art indexes in terms of
search time.
The textual index AKI is designed to reduce the memory footprint of FAST by distinguishing between queries with no infrequent keywords and queries that have some infrequent keywords. FAST requires less memory for queries that have some infrequent
keywords by attaching the queries only to the least-frequent keyword and not to all keywords in the query. Also, FAST improves the pruning power for queries with no infrequent
keywords by attaching these queries to longer sequences of cascaded keywords that appear in the query. Hence, FAST demands more space only when higher pruning power is
needed. When queries span multiple spatial nodes inside FAST’s spatial pyramid, FAST
adopts a spatial sharing technique to further reduce its memory footprint. These optimizations results in reducing the memory footprint of FAST by up to one-third of that of the
state-of-the-art indexes.
FAST does not require prior knowledge of the entire vocabulary of keywords or their
frequencies. FAST captures this information dynamically as queries get inserted or deleted.
Also, FAST employs a lazy cleaning mechanism that removes the expired queries and
updates the index structure to refect the current frequencies of the query keywords.
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The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows: Section 3.1 presents notations used
throughout this chapter. Section 3.2 presents the work related to FAST. The structure and
the main algorithms of FAST are presented in Section 3.3. The performance evaluation of
FAST is presented in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 contains concluding remarks.

3.1

Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the problem defnition, and describe the data structures

relevant to FAST.

3.1.1

Problem Defnition

A spatio-textual data object, say o, is of the form o = [oid, loc, text], where oid
is the identifer of the object, loc is the geo-location of the object, and text is the set of
keywords associated with the data object.
A continuous spatio-textual flter query, say q, is of the form q

=

[qid, M BR, text, texp ], where qid is the identifer of the query, M BR is the spatial range
of the query represented as a minimum bounding rectangle, i.e., [xmin , ymin , xmax , ymax ],
and text is the set of keywords associated with the query. The continuous query q remains
registered in the index until Timestamp texp , where texp is the expiration timestamp of the
query.
For a streamed spatio-textual data object, say o, the objective is to match o with all the
continuous queries that have their spatial and textual criteria satisfed by o’s location and
textual data. The formal defnition of spatio-textual matching is as follows:
Defnition 7 Spatio-Textual Matching. A spatio-textual data object o matches a continuous
spatio-textual query q when the spatial location of the object, i.e., o.loc, is located inside the
spatial range of the query q.M BR, i.e., and when the keywords of the object, i.e., o.text,
contain all the keywords of the query, i.e., q.text.
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Problem Statement. In this chapter, we study the problem of matching an unbounded
stream of spatio-textual objects O against a set of continuous spatio-textual queries Q.
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Fig. 3.1.: Running example.

Example 2 We use the example given in Figure 3.1 throughout the rest of the chapter. The
fgure contains the following nine continuous queries {q1 , · · · , q9 }. Spatio-textual Object
o1 falls inside the spatial range of Queries q1 , and q7 . However, o1 .text fully contains the
keywords of only {q1 }. Thus, q1 is reported as the result of matching o1 against indexed
queries.

3.2

Related Work
In this section, we review the work related to indexing continuous spatio-textual

queries. We classify the related work into the following categories: (1) superset containment search, (2) publish/subscribe systems, and, (3) spatio-textual indexing.
Superset Containment Search. FAST needs to address the problem of superset containment search. In this problem, it is required to retrieve indexed items with keywords that are
fully contained in the search keywords. Several indexes have been proposed to address the
superset containment problem, e.g., [56, 61, 62, 63]. OKT [56] and RIL [61] are the most
adopted structures for superset containment search [64]. Terrovitis et al. [62, 63] present
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two structures for superset containment search. However, these structures are mainly diskbased and require knowing the frequencies of the entire vocabulary. AKI is a main-memory
index and does not assume prior knowledge of the frequencies of keywords.
Publish/Subscribe Systems. One main use case of FAST is in location-aware publish/subscribe systems. Publish/subscribe systems maintain subscriptions for long durations and match incoming messages against stored subscriptions. Publish/subscribe systems can be categorized according to their matching approach into the following categories:
(1) content-based [9], (2) TopK-similarity-based [65], and (3) location-aware [66]. These
publish/subscribe systems do not simultaneously account for the spatial and textual properties of subscriptions and messages. Recently, several spatio-textual publish/subscribe systems [5, 67] have been proposed. To the best of our knowledge, the AP-tree [5] is the most
relevant work for indexing continuous spatio-textual queries in a streaming environment.
Spatio-Textual Indexing. Recently, several spatio-textual indexes have been proposed to
answer snap-shot queries over spatio-textual data. Examples of these queries include the
flter, top-k, and collective group queries. Chen et al. [68] surveys spatio-textual indexes
and benchmarks their performance under various spatio-textual queries. The most relevant
indexes are the IQ-tree [69] and the Rt -tree [70]. These indexes are mainly disk-based and
have been outperformed by the AP-tree [5].
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Fig. 3.2.: Relevant textual indexes and spatio-textual indexes.

3.2.1

Details of the State-of-the-Art Structures

In FAST, we integrate a spatial index with a new textual indexing approach, termed the
adaptive keyword index AKI. To motivate the need for AKI, we describe existing textual
indexing approaches and discuss their limitations. The two most widely adopted textual indexing approaches are: (1) the ranked-keyword inverted list (RIL) [61], and (2) the orderedkeyword trie (OKT) [64]. In addition to describing related textual indexes, we outline the
structure of the AP-tree, the state-of-the-art spatio-textual index [5].
RIL [61] is a data structure for indexing textual items that contain multiple keywords. A
spatio-textual flter query, say q, can be regarded as a textual item as it contains a set of keywords, i.e., in q.text. In RIL, textual items are usually indexed based on their least-frequent
keyword. Every keyword has a posting list of textual items attached to this keyword. Figure 3.2(a) illustrates textual-only indexing of the queries in Example 2 using RIL. The
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keywords are usually ranked based on prior knowledge of their frequencies. This imposes
a limitation on the effciency of RIL as prior knowledge of the vocabulary of keywords and
their frequencies may not be feasible. RIL has low memory requirements and has good
search performance for objects indexed on infrequent keywords that have short posting
lists, e.g., as in the posting lists attached to keywords k6 and k7 . The performance of RIL
deteriorates when searching for frequent keywords that have long posting lists, e.g., k1 . In
Figure 3.2(a), the posting lists of the dotted keywords are visited when searching for the
keywords of O1 in Example 2. Because textual items are indexed on a single keyword,
search in RIL requires an additional verifcation step to remove queries whose keywords
are not fully contained in the search keywords, e.g., when searching for queries that match
the keywords of o1 , q6 is initially retrieved as part of the posting list of k1 . q6 is removed as
q6 .text 6⊂ o1 .text.
OKT [64] is a variation of the traditional trie structure [71] for indexing textual items.
Figure 3.2(b) illustrates textual-only indexing of the queries in Example 2 using OKT. In
this fgure, keywords are assumed to be ordered lexicographically. OKT offers better textual fltering than RIL for objects with no infrequent keywords. However, OKT has higher
memory requirements than RIL and does not provide early pruning for indexed objects that
contain infrequent keywords, e.g., k6 and k7 . Search in OKT follows the traditional trie
search algorithm. For example, in Figure 3.2(b), the shaded queries attached to dotted keywords are retrieved as the resultset when searching for the keywords of O1 in Example 2.
In contrast to RIL, no additional verifcation is required when searching OKT as indexing
in OKT is based on all the keywords of the indexed item.
The AP-tree [5] is the current state-of-the-art structure for indexing continuous spatiotextual queries in a streaming environment. When indexing queries, the AP-tree arbitrates
between spatial and textual partitioning using an expensive cost function. The AP-tree integrates spatial decomposition using a variation of OKT. The main limitations of the AP-tree
are: (1) the AP-tree does not account for the frequencies of keywords to prune queries having infrequent keywords, and (2) the AP-tree is based on the memory intensive OKT, and
has a large memory footprint. Figure 3.2(c) illustrates how the queries in Example 2 are
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indexed using the AP-tree. Matching in the AP-tree visits all relevant spatial and textual
nodes. Figure 3.2(c) illustrates the spatial and the textual nodes, i.e., the shaded nodes, that
are visited when matching O1 in Example 2. The AP-tree requires a verifcation step to
remove non-relevant queries, e.g., q6 .

3.3

FAST Index Design and Algorithms
Given the inherent property that the frequencies of keywords follow a Zipfan distribu-

tion, an effcient spatio-textual index needs to account for the frequencies of occurrence of
the keywords in real-time and to distinguish between the frequent and infrequent ones.
We equip FAST with a new textual index termed, the adaptive keyword index (AKI).
AKI is a text-only index and does not have any spatial discrimination abilities. AKI is
integrated with a spatial pyramid to distinguish between queries that are indistinguishable
textually. Figure 3.3(b) illustrates an AKI that textually indexes all queries in Example 2.
AKI is designed as a multi-level hash map of textual nodes with keywords as the key to
the hash map (see Figure 3.3). A textual node, say Nt , contains one or both of the following:
(1) a list of queries attached to this node, i.e., Nt .qlist, and (2) a hash map to children’s
textual nodes with keywords as the key of the hash map, i.e., Nt .children. Textual nodes
are identifed using a unique textual-path of keywords, e.g., in Figure 3.3(b), Query q5 is
attached to Textual Node [k1 k3 ], as q5 is stored under the path k1 , k3 , where Keywords k1
and k3 are the keywords in q5 .
Textual nodes in AKI are assigned to levels. A top-level textual node has no parent textual node and is identifed using a textual-path with a single keyword, e.g., in Figure 3.3(b),
Textual Nodes [k1 ], [k2 ], [k3 ], [k6 ], and [k7 ] are top-level textual nodes.

Leaf textual

nodes do not have child nodes, e.g., in Figure 3.3(b), Textual nodes [k7 ], [k1 k3 ] are leaf
textual nodes. Levels of textual nodes in AKI are incrementally numbered, where the top
level is numbered Level 1, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Also, for every keyword, say ki , the total number of queries having ki in their textual content, is stored in a hash table termed the frequencies map. For example, in Fig-
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ure 3.3(a), the frequencies map indicates that there are fve queries containing Keyword k1 ,
i.e., q1 , q2 , q3 , q5 and q6 .
In AKI, queries are frst indexed to top-level textual nodes using their least-frequent
keyword similar to RIL. The least-frequent keyword is identifed using the frequencies
map and not using prior ranking of the keywords. A textual node remains infrequent as
long as the number of queries that must be attached to this node in the RIL manner, i.e., the
queries do not have any other infrequent keywords to be attached to, is less than a specifc
threshold, termed the frequent-keyword threshold θ.
Defnition 8 Frequent-keyword threshold θ.

The frequent-keyword threshold distin-

guishes between the infrequent and the frequent textual nodes. Initially, all textual nodes
are infrequent and queries are indexed in the RIL manner, i.e., using a single keyword.
When the number of queries that must be attached to an infrequent textual node, say Nt , in
the RIL manner exceeds θ, Nt is marked as frequent.
For example, in Figure 3.3(a), assume that the frequent-keyword threshold is two. Before inserting q9 , the number of queries attached to all textual nodes is ≤ 2 and all textual
nodes are top-level and are infrequent. q9 has a single keyword q3 and the Textual Node
[k3 ] has two queries attached to it. First, we attempt to transfer some of the queries attached
to [k3 ] to any other infrequent textual node. However, this is infeasible as q5 and q6 only
contain keywords k1 , k2 , and k3 and Textual Nodes [k1 ], [k2 ], and [k3 ] have θ queries attached to them. Hence, Textual Node [k3 ] is marked as frequent and all queries attached to
[k3 ] get inserted to frequent textual nodes using a lexicographic ordering of their keywords.
We use the lexicographic ordering of keywords as we assume no prior knowledge of the
frequencies of keywords, and we cannot use the frequencies map to provide a total order
on the keywords because values in the frequencies map change over time with the insertion
and removal of queries.
This requires marking Textual Nodes k1 and k2 as frequent as well. In Figure 3.3(a),
queries attached to textual Nodes [k1 ], [k2 ], and [k3 ] will be re-attached to these textual
nodes using the frst keyword in their textual content according to a lexicographic ordering
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of keywords. In Figure 3.3(b), q9 is attached to [k3 ]. Also, q1 , q2 , q3 , q5 ,and q6 should
be attached to [k1 ]. However, the number of queries attached to the frequent Textual Node
[k1 ] exceeds θ. The level of [k1 ] is 1 and AKI uses more keywords to distinguish queries
to be attached to [k1 ] as illustrated in Figure 3.3(b). Textual Nodes [k1 k2 ] and [k1 k3 ] are
created at Level 2, and Textual Node [k1 k2 k3 ] is created at Level 3 to distinguish between
q1 , q2 , q3 , q5 , and q6 textually. [k1 k3 ] is marked as infrequent because only q5 is attached
to it. [k1 k2 ] is marked as frequent because the textually indistinguishable queries q1 , q2 ,
and q3 are attached to it.
Although the number of queries attached to [k1 k2 ] exceeds θ, these queries are indistinguishable textually and contain exactly the same keywords. Hence, no further discrimination can be performed by the AKI because AKI is a text-only index. AKI lacks any spatial
discrimination power, and if we desire to spatially distinguish between queries attached to
[k1 k2 ], we need to integrate spatial pruning abilities with AKI. FAST integrates AKI with
a spatial pyramid to combine spatial and textual pruning abilities.
Notice that, in contrast to RIL, AKI attempts to restrict the length of the lists of queries
attached to textual nodes to prevent long lists of queries. However, AKI may contain long
lists of queries that are textually indistinguishable. It is a desirable property of textual
indexes to group textually indistinguishable queries. Also, AKI has lower space requirements than that of OKT as AKI requires a lower number of index nodes as illustrated in
Figures 3.2(b) and 3.3(b).
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Fig. 3.3.: The adaptive keyword index AKI.

AKI is adaptive and uses the frequent-keyword threshold to create more textual nodes
when a higher level of textual discrimination is required. The frequent-keyword threshold
θ is very crucial to the performance of FAST. We discuss the experimental tuning of the
value of θ, and compare the performance of AKI against both RIL and OKT in Section 3.4.
Converting Frequent Textual Nodes to Infrequent Ones. AKI keeps track of the frequencies of the keywords of the indexed queries in the frequencies map. Whenever a query
is removed, the frequencies of the keywords of the removed query are updated in the frequencies map. This maintains the dynamic differentiation between frequent and infrequent
keywords. Also, updating the frequencies map enables converting frequent textual that are
no longer frequent, and marking them as infrequent as explained in Section 11.
Frequency-Aware Spatial Indexing Adaptive textual indexing using AKI is insuffcient
for indexing spatio-textual queries that share the same set of keywords and have different
spatial locations. An effcient spatio-textual index needs to adapt to the spatial and textual
selectivities of the indexed queries. In Figure 3.3(b), Queries q1 , q2 , and q3 are attached to
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the textual node [k1 k2 ] and cannot be distinguished from each other textually. However,
these queries are located at different spatial regions, i.e., can be distinguished from each
other spatially. In FAST, we integrate the spatial pyramid with AKI to achieve spatiotextual pruning. The spatial pyramid is a multi-level and a multi-resolution index. Every
level in the spatial pyramid contains a spatial grid with a specifc granularity. Levels in the
spatial pyramid are numbered bottom up and level 0 is the lowest pyramid level.
Defnition 9 Granularity at pyramid level i gran(i):
is the number of pyramid nodes per dimension at level i.
The top level of the pyramid has a single pyramid node covering the entire indexed space
and has a granularity of one. The second level from the top in the spatial pyramid has a
granularity of two and contains four cells that covers the entire space.
Let granmax be the maximum supported granularity in FAST. granmax is the pyramid
granularity at level 0, i.e., the lowest pyramid level. The top level in the spatial pyramid is
numbered log2 (granmax ), e.g., if granmax equals 2, the top level in the spatial pyramid is
numbered 1. We discuss the experimental tuning of granmax in Section 3.4.
We calculate the granularity at level i as follows:
gran(i) =

granmax
2i i

(3.1)

Defnition 10 SideLen(i) is the side length of a spatial pyramid node at level i.
We defne SideLenmin as the smallest possible side length size in the spatial pyramid.
SideLenmin is the side length of spatial pyramid nodes at level 0, i.e., the lowest spatial
pyramid level. We calculate the side length of spatial pyramid nodes at level i as follows:
SideLen(i) = SideLenmin × (2i )

(3.2)
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Every spatial pyramid node within any level, say i, has a specifc spatial coordinate. To
map a spatial location, say (x1 , y1 ) into the spatial coordinate (xc (i), yc (i)) of a pyramid
node at Level i, we use the following equations:
xc (i) = bx1 /SideLen(i)c

(3.3)

yc (i) = by1 /SideLen(i)c
To reduce the space required by the spatial pyramid, only spatial pyramid nodes that
contain queries are instantiated. Empty spatial pyramid nodes are not instantiated and do
not consume any memory, e.g., the shaded spatial pyramid node within Level 0 in Figure 3.5. To support this space optimization, all spatial pyramid nodes are accessed using
a hash table. The key to the hash table is the address of the spatial pyramid node. The
value is a pointer to the spatial pyramid node. The address of a spatial pyramid node is
calculated using a function of the level number i and the grid coordinates (xc , yc ) of the
spatial pyramid node as follows:
address(i, xc , yc ) = i × gran2max + yc × gran(i) + xc

(3.4)

For example, the address of the spatial pyramid node at Level 0 with grid coordinates
(1, 0) = 0 × 22 + 0 × 2 + 1 = 1.
Spatial-Sharing of Query Lists. Each spatial pyramid node contains an AKI instance.
To optimize the space required by FAST, we share lists of queries when a query spans
multiple spatial pyramid nodes while being attached to infrequent top-level AKI textual
nodes. Figure 3.4(a) illustrates two spatial pyramid nodes with two separate AKI indexes.
Notice that Query q3 spans two spatial nodes as illustrated in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.4(b),
we avoid creating two separate lists of queries to be attached to Keyword k1 . We share a
single list of queries between two AKI indexes. This reduces the space required for one
list of queries. Spatial-sharing of query lists happens at the granularity of keywords. For
example, In Figure 3.4(b), query lists attached to Textual Nodes [k6 ] and [k7 ] are not shared
as these lists do not contain any queries that span more than one spatial pyramid node.
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Notice that when a spatial pyramid node, say Np , employs spatial-sharing of query
lists with another spatial pyramid node, say Np0 , Np may also point to a few extra queries
that overlap only with Node Np0 . For example, in Figure 3.4(b), Query q1 is attached to
both spatial pyramid nodes. However, q1 spans only the top spatial pyramid node. This
is acceptable and does not introduce overhead in the matching processing as the length of
the shared lists is restricted to the frequent-keyword threshold θ. Before marking an AKI
textual node as frequent, we check if a spatially-shared query list is attached
to
q2
q3 the AKI
q2
K1
q1
q4 remove
textual node. We separate the spatially-shared lists and
non-spatially
q4 overlapping
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K6
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level of the spatial pyramid. When the number of queries attached to a frequent AKI textual
AKI

node exceeds a specifc threshold, e.g., Textual Node [k1 k2 ] in Figure 3.3(b), queries are
partitioned to descend to a lower spatial pyramid level, i.e., to a spatial pyramid level with
higher resolution. A spatial pyramid node in any spatial pyramid level, say i, other than
Level 0, potentially covers four children spatial nodes in the spatial pyramid level directly
below i, i.e., i − 1. When the number of queries attached to a frequent textual node exceeds
4θ, the queries are sorted based on their ranges. Queries having area less than the median
of the sorted query list descend to a lower pyramid level. Queries with smaller ranges are
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chosen to descend as these queries have higher probability of joining different spatial nodes
at the lower pyramid level. This adaptively captures the difference in frequencies across
different spatial regions.

Adaptive Keyword Index (AKI)
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Fig. 3.5.: The structure of FAST.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the hybrid structure of FAST. In this fgure, a two-level spatial
pyramid is integrated with AKI. Assume that the frequent-keyword threshold is two. For
the sake of illustration, assume that queries descend when the number of queries attached
to a frequent textual node exceed 1 × θ instead of 4 × θ. In Figure 3.3(b), q1 , q2 , and q3 are
all attached to Textual Node [k1 k2 ]. This calls for a descent of queries to improve spatial
discrimination. q1 , q2 , and q3 are sorted according to the area of their spatial ranges. q1
remains in Level 1 of the spatial pyramid while q2 and q3 descend to Level 0. Also, Queries
q2 and q3 are shared between two infrequent AKI textual nodes at Level 0 of the spatial
pyramid.
Notice that only queries with no infrequent keywords at level i descend to level i − 1.
For example, q4 has Keyword k6 ∈ q4 .text. No other query contains k6 , and k6 is an
infrequent keyword and the number of queries attached to k6 is less than θ. Hence, all
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queries containing k6 remain at Level 1, and there is no need to search for k6 in Level
0. This improves the matching performance by reducing the number of keywords being
searched for as the search goes down the spatial pyramid.
Notice that when queries descend the spatial pyramid, they may be replicated to more
than one pyramid node with increased memory overhead. The replication overhead becomes more signifcant when queries with large spatial ranges descend to lower pyramidlevels with higher resolution because these queries will span multiple pyramid nodes. As
a heuristic, to reduce the number of queries with large spatial ranges that descend to lower
pyramid levels with higher resolution, we set the lowest spatial pyramid level a query can
descend into to be the level having a slide length that is strictly greater than the side length
of the query. We refer to the side length of Query q by q.r, where q.r is calculated as
follows:
q.r = max((q.xmax − q.xmin ), (q.ymax − q.ymin ))

(3.5)

The lowest level Lmin of Query q is calculated as follows:
Lmin (q) = dlog2 (b

q.r
c)e
SideLenmin

(3.6)

We analyze the replication of queries in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1

Algorithms

In this section, we present the indexing, searching, and cleaning algorithms of FAST.

Insertion Algorithm
First, we update the frequencies of keywords in the frequencies map according to the
query being inserted. Then, at the top level of the spatial pyramid, we attempt to attach
the incoming query to an infrequent AKI textual node using the least-frequent keyword of
the query, i.e., keyminf req . If the query has more than one infrequent keyword, keyminf req
is chosen arbitrarily from the set of keywords with the minimum frequency. If the incom-
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Algorithm 5: Match(Data Object o)
1 keywords ← o.text
2 for level = levelmax ; level >= levelmin ; level − − do
3
nextLevelKeywords ← {}
4
Np ← getSpatialP yramidN ode(level, o.loc)
5
if Np is not Null then
6
for i = 1; i <= |keywords|; i + + do
7
Nt ← Np .get(keywords[i])
8
if Nt is infrequent then
9
foreach Query q in Nt .qlist do
10
if q not expired and o.loc inside q.M BR and keywords contains
q.text then
11
add q to result
12
13
14
15

else
nextLevelKeywords.add(keywords[i])
SearchFrequent(Nt , i, o, keywords)
keywords ← nextLevelKeywords

ing query cannot be attached to any infrequent AKI textual node, we index the query to
frequent AKI nodes according to the lexicographic ordering of the keywords of the query.
After attaching the incoming query to a frequent AKI textual node, we check if a descend
operation is required, i.e., when the number of queries attached to the frequent AKI textual node exceeds 4 × θ. If a descend operation is required, we identify queries to be
descended, and we recursively reinsert queries these queries at the subsequent level of the
spatial pyramid.
If the incoming query spans more than one spatial pyramid node and the incoming
query is attached to infrequent AKI textual nodes in all relevant spatial pyramid nodes,
then we employ spatial-sharing of query lists to share the textual index among the spatial
nodes to reduce the memory footprint of FAST.
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Algorithm 6: SearchFrequent(Nt , i, o, keywords)
1 if Nt is infrequent then
2
foreach Query q in Nt .qlist do
3
if q not expired and o.loc inside q.M BR and keywords contains q.text then
4
add q to result
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

else
foreach Query q in Nt .qList do
if q not expired and o.loc inside q.M BR then
add q to result
for j = (i + 1); j ≤ |keywords|; j + + do
SearchFrequent(kIndex.children.get(keywords[j]),
j, keywords)

Matching Algorithm
When an incoming data object arrives, it needs to be inspected against relevant pyramid
and AKI nodes. Matching in FAST consists of the following three steps: (1) Identify
relevant pyramid nodes, (2) Search AKIs within the relevant pyramid nodes, and (3) Refne
the results to remove the expired queries. Algorithm 5 describes the matching algorithm
adopted in FAST. The matching process starts from the highest pyramid-level. For a data
object, say o, with point spatial location o.loc, at most one pyramid node per level is relevant
for matching. The data object that has a point location cannot overlap more than one spatial
pyramid node per level because there is no overlap in spatial ranges of pyramid nodes in the
same level. We calculate the index of every relevant pyramid node using Equations (3.2)
to (3.4). We assume that keywords of the data objects are sorted lexicographically. We
retrieve textual nodes for every keyword in o.text, where o.text is the set of keywords of
Data object o that is being matched against FAST. If the top-level textual node, say Nt , is
infrequent, we verify the spatial and textual criteria of all queries in Nt .qlist. If Node Nt is
frequent, children of this node are recursively searched as outlined in Algorithm 6. In the
matching process, spatial validation of queries verifes that the data object is located inside
the spatial range of the query. Textual validation verifes that this data object contains all
the keywords of the query.
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Notice that queries directly attached to frequent textual nodes do not require textual
validation as these queries only contain the keywords that constitute the path of the frequent
textual node. For example, in Figure 3.5, consider Query q1 that is attached to the frequent
textual node [k1 k2 ] in Pyramid Level 1. This query has only two keywords k1 and k2 . If
more keywords exist in q1 , then q1 would have been attached to a child node of [k1 k2 ].
However, queries attached to infrequent textual nodes require textual validation as these
queries may contain more keywords than the path of the textual node. For example, in
Figure 3.5, Query q4 has more keywords, i.e., k3 , than the path of the infrequent textual
node [k6 ] in Level 1, and hence requires additional textual validation at matching time.
Notice that in FAST, Keywords being searched in Pyramid Level i-1 are a subset of
keywords being searched in Level i ⊆ o.text, where o is the spatio-textual object being
matched. Recall that matching in FAST is top-down and the lowest pyramid level in FAST
is Level 0. All queries attached to an infrequent top-level textual node in Level i can never
descend to be indexed at Level i − 1 for the same spatial range. All infrequent top-level
textual nodes at a pyramid node, say Np , within Level i, correspond to a set of keywords,
say SUi . SUi can never exist at a pyramid node, say Np0 , at Level i − 1 that shares the same
spatial range with Np . Hence, at matching time, the Set SUi is not considered for matching
at Level i − 1.
The fnal step in the matching process is to remove the expired queries from the resultset
and to verify the spatial overlap between the incoming data object and the matched queries.

Index Maintenance
Over time, some indexed queries expire, and some new queries get inserted. FAST employs a lazy vacuum-cleaning mechanism that maintains the structure of FAST and updates
the frequencies of the keywords of the indexed queries. The vacuum cleaner has the following functionalities: (1) Detect and remove the expired continuous queries, and (2) Refect
the current frequencies of keywords according to the expired and removed queries.
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The vacuum cleaner maintains a queue of the pyramid nodes. In every cleaning interval
I, the vacuum cleaner visits a pyramid node to be cleaned, say Np , from the top of the
cleaning queue. Then, the cleaner iterates over all textual nodes within Np and scans all
the queries attached to the textual nodes within Np to check for the expired queries, i.e.,
q.texp < current time. The vacuum cleaner updates the frequencies of keywords of a
removed query. The vacuum cleaner needs to account for the expired queries that span
multiple pyramid nodes to avoid updating the frequencies multiple times. When an expired
query is frst removed, the vacuum cleaner updates the keyword statistics and marks the
expired query to prevent updating the statistics more than once.
When the frequency of a keyword in the frequencies map reaches zero, the textual nodes
associated with this keyword are removed. When an entire pyramid node becomes empty,
the entire node is removed from FAST. Notice that in the lazy cleaning approach, expired
continuous queries are not removed instantaneously. Instead, they may remain indexed
until the vacuum cleaner touches them. However, this does not affect the correctness of
matching in FAST because the matching algorithm in FAST has a refnement step that removes expired queries from the matching result.
Indexing Queries with General Boolean Expressions. FAST supports matching data objects against queries whose keywords are fully contained in the keywords of the incoming
data object. Also, FAST is able to support queries with general boolean expressions on their
keywords. For example, the textual condition of a query, say q, is to be matched against
all data objects that either contains (k1 and k2 ) or (k3 and k4 ). This textual condition is a
boolean expression in the disjunctive normal form (DNF). We address boolean expressions
in DNF because boolean expressions represented in the conjunctive normal form (CNF)
can be converted to DNF [72]. To support queries in DNF, we instantiate a sub-query
per conjunction. For example, q is split into two sub-queries q1 and q2 , where q1 .text is
{k1, k2} and q2.text is {k3 , k4 }. Sub-queries q1 and q2 have pointers to q. Then, q1 and
q2 are indexed using the insertion algorithm of FAST. If a sub-query, e.g., q1 , appears in
the matching resultset, the original query, i.e., q, is reported in the fnal resultset. To avoid
duplicate results when more than one sub-query qualifes in the matching process, a fag
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is added to the original query when it is frst added to the matching resultset. This fag is
cleared at the end of the matching process.
Matching Objects with Rectangular Spatial Ranges. FAST supports matching data objects with point location. Also, FAST is able to support the matching of data objects with
rectangular spatial locations. Matching of rectangle data objects starts from the top level
of the spatial pyramid. When the matching algorithm descends the spatial pyramid, the
matching algorithm visits all the nodes of the spatial pyramid that overlap the rectangular
range of the incoming data object. When a query, say q, spans multiple spatial nodes that
overlap the rectangular spatial location of an object being matched, q may appear multiple times in the matching resultset. The matching algorithm prevents duplicate results by
adding a fag to mark queries added to the matching resultset. This fag is cleared at the
end of the matching process.

3.3.2

Analysis

In this section, we analyze the matching time and the average query replication in FAST.
AKI within FAST is proposed to address the limitations of existing textual indexes, i.e., the
deterioration in the matching performance in RIL, and the large memory requirements of
OKT. RIL’s matching performance deteriorates due to the existence of long posting lists
of indexed objects that have no infrequent keywords. OKT has an advantage over RIL in
the matching performance as OKT uses multi-level indexing that uses all the keywords of
an indexed object. However, this increases the memory footprint of OKT. AKI uses the
frequent-keyword threshold θ to restrict the number of queries attached to textual nodes.
This creates balance between the memory requirements and the matching performance in
AKI. We measure the matching performance of an index by the number of index nodes
visited during matching.
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To analyze the matching performance of AKI, we frst study the matching performance
(M P , for short) of RIL for a set of keywords S. The total number of textual items visited
when matching S against the indexed objects is

M PRIL (S) =

|S|
X

|RIL[si ]|

(3.7)

j=1

where |S| is the number of keywords being searched in S, and |RIL[si ]| is the number of
indexed textual items attached to the Keyword si .
OKT is a multi-level keyword index that is illustrated in Figure 3.2(b). The matching
process of the keyword Set S at level i in OKT iterates over the keywords in S to fnd a
subset of matching keywords to proceed to level i + 1 in OKT (Notice that, in OKT, level
numbers increase as we descend the index). OKT assumes a total order of the indexed
keywords. For a matched keyword, say sj , at level i of OKT , the search proceeds to level
i + 1 with the keyword set [S-{ s1 , s2 , . . . , sj }]. Hence, at level i, the matching time for
OKT can be expressed recursively as follows [64]:
M POKT (i, S)=

|S| +

|S|
X

αij × M POKT (i + 1, S − {s1 , . . . , sj })

(3.8)

j=1

where αij is the probability of having Keyword Sj indexed at level i. αij depends on
the frequencies of the indexed keywords and their probabilities of co-occurrence. The
recursion in Equation 3.8 terminates at the deepest level of OKT, i.e., the largest |q.text|
for any indexed query q. Notice that Equation 3.8 is a recurrence relation and is not in
closed form. However, for datasets with known probabilities of keyword co-occurrence and
a bounded |q.text| for any indexed query q, a closed formula can be devised. For textual
items with infrequent keywords, AKI has a similar behavior to that of RIL, yet with a
restricted length of posting lists, i.e., θ. For textual items with no infrequent keywords,
AKI has a similar behavior to that of OKT . From Equations 3.7 and 3.8, we estimate the
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matching performance of AKI as follows:
M PAKI (i, S)=
⎧
⎪
⎨|S| × θ, inf requent

(3.9)

P
⎪
⎩
|S| + |S|
j=1 αij M PAKI (i + 1, S − {s1 , . . . , sj }), f requent
Similar to Equation 3.8, the recursion in Equation 3.9 terminates at the deepest level of
AKI.
Estimation of The Frequent-Keyword Threshold. We use Equation 3.9 to estimate an
upper bound on θ. The matching performance of infrequent AKI nodes should not exceed
the matching performance of frequent AKI nodes. In the worst case, frequent AKI nodes
resemble an OKT index.
θ≤

M POKT
|S|

(3.10)

From Equation 3.9, the worst-case matching in FAST requires AKI matching at every level
of the spatial pyramid. The matching performance in FAST can be estimated as follows:
M PF AST (S) = log(granmax ) × M PAKI (0, S)

(3.11)

where log(granmax ) represents the height of the spatial pyramid.
Expected Query Replication
In this section, we estimate the expected replication of queries when indexed at their
lowest allowed pyramid levels, i.e., Erep (Lmin (q)). As described in Section 3.3, a query
can descend down to Level Lmin (q), where SideLen(Lmin (q)) is strictly greater than the
side length of Query q, i.e., q.r. The side length of a query is calculated using Equation 3.5,
and the side length of pyramid nodes at any given level is calculated using Equation 3.2.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that a pyramid node has a unit side length, i.e.,
SideLen(Lmin (q))= 1. Notice that SideLen(Lmin (q)) ≥ q.r > SideLen(Lmin (q))/2,
i.e., 1 ≥ q.r > .5 for cells with unit side length. To fnd the expected replication, we
assume that the side range q.r is a random value in the range ].5, 1]. Figure ?? gives the
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Table 3.1.: Replication of Query q.
Region
A
B
C
D

Pr(region)
(1 − r)2
r(1 − r)
r(1 − r)
r2

Replication
1
2
2
4

number of replications of Query q in pyramid nodes at level Lmin (q). For Pyramid P , the
replication of Query q can be determined by the placement of the top-left corner of q in Cell
P [Lmin (q)][i][j], where i, j are the coordinates of the point (q.xmin , q.ymax ). The spatial
range of Cell P [Lmin ][i][j] can be divided into the regions: A, B, C, and D. he replication
of q in regions A, B, C, and D depends on the placement of (q.xmin , q.ymax ) across the
regions of Cell P [Lmin (q)][i][j] is listed in Table 3.1.
To calculate the expected replication, we integrate the expected replication of the
queries across the regions A, B, C, and D as follows:
1 R1 P
Erep (Lmin (q)) =
replication × P r(region)
1 − .5 .5
R1
1 R1
2
2
=
4
×
r
+
2
×
2
×
r
×
(1
−
r)
+
3
×
0
+
1
×
(1
−
r)
dr
=
2
(1 + r)2 dr
.5
1 − .5 .5
=3.08 that is less than the worst case replication of 4.
This analysis can be extended to queries indexed at a higher pyramid level (Lmin (q) + i) as
follows:
2 R1 i
(2 + r)2 dr
22i .5
Notice that the query replication at levels higher than Lmin (q) is less than 3.08. For examErep (Lmin (q) + i) =

ple, the query replication at pyramid level Lmin (q)+2 is equal to 1.4 and at the top pyramid
level is equal to 1. Furthermore, if indexed queries have side lengthes that follow a uniform
distribution, where all possible query replications are equally likely to occure in a spatial
pyramid with n levels, the overall expected replication can estimated to be :
1 Pn−1 2 R 1 i
Erep =
(2 + r)2 dr
n i=0 22i .5
that is equal to 1.27 when the number of levels n is 9. The average query replication measured experimentally in FAST is 1.08, that is very close to the estimated query replication.
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Table 3.2.: The datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset
Number of entries
Vocabulary size
Avg num of keywords/Entry

Tweets
30M
804K
4

Synthetic
30M
804K
4

Places
12.9M
854k
9

Table 3.3.: The values of the parameters used in the experimental evaluation.
Parameter
Number of queries (million)
Number of query keywords
Spatial side-length of a query

Value
1,2.5, 5,7.5,10,20
1, 2, 3, 5, 7
.01%,.05%,.1%,.5%,1%,5%,10%

From this equation, Erep is equal to 1.27 when the number of levels n is 9. The average
query replication measured experimentally is 1.08 that is very close to the estimated query
replication.

3.4

Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we compare the performance of FAST against the performance of the

state-of-the-art index, the AP-tree [5].

3.4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. Two real datasets, namely, Tweets and Places, and three synthetic datasets,
namely, SpatialUni, SpatialSkew, and TextUni, are used in the experimental evaluation.
The Tweets dataset consists of 30 million geo-tagged tweets located inside the United
States. These tweets are collected over the period from January 2014 to March 2015. The
Places [73] dataset contains 12.9 million public places inside the United States. Each entry
in the Places dataset includes the geo-location and the set of keywords describing a specifc
place represented by the entry. Frequencies of keywords in both datasets follow a Zipfan
distribution. Table 3.2 summarizes the details of the real datasets used in the experiments.
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The SpatialUni and the SpatialSkew synthetic datasets change the spatial location of
entries in the Tweets dataset to follow a uniform and a skewed Gaussian distribution, respectively. The TextUni dataset uses the spatial locations of entries in the Tweets dataset.
However, keywords in the TextUni dataset are chosen uniformly from the vocabulary of the
Tweets dataset, i.e., the frequencies of keywords follow a uniform distribution. We use the
TextUni dataset to study the performance of FAST under a textual distribution that is not
Zipfan to demonsrate that FAST is able to maintain its performance under various textual
distributions.
Query Workload. Entries in datasets are used to construct spatial-keyword flter queries.
The geo-location of a dataset entry is used as the center of the spatial range of a query.
Table 4.1 summarizes the query workload used in the experimental evaluation.
Object Workload. The AP-tree requires a training phase. We use 100K random dataset
entries as historical training data. To measure the average matching time, we stream 100k
data objects generated from the dataset entries against the indexed spatial-keyword queries.
In the SpatialSkew dataset, we generate two synthetic object workloads, namely, SpatialSkewL and SpatialSkewO, where the spatial locations of objects in SpatialSkewL follow
the same Guassian distribution as the one for the indexed queries. The spatial locations of
objects in SpatialSkewO are skewed away from the spatial locations of the indexed queries.
All implementations are in Java 8. All experiments are conducted on a 64-bit virtual
machine running Ubuntu Linux 16.04. This virtual machine is allocated 16 cores each
clocked at 2.6MHz. The total memory of the virtual machine is 49GB. The source code of
the AP-tree has been provided by the authors of the AP-tree index. We set the parameters
of the AP-tree according to the default values recommended by the authors of the AP-tree
index [5].
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Fig. 3.6.: The effect of the Frequent-keyword threshold θ

3.4.2

Index Tuning

In this section, we describe how to set the parameters of FAST. The main parameter in
FAST is the frequent-keyword threshold θ. In this experiment, we study the performance
of AKI and FAST under various frequent-keyword thresholds.
The Performance of Textual Indexes.
In Figure 3.6, we study the effect of varying the frequent-keyword threshold θ on the performance of AKI. We compare both the matching time and the memory footprint of AKI
against both RIL and OKT. In Figure 3.6(a), notice that AKI achieves keyword matching
time that is comparable to that of OKT when θ ≤ 10 while having a memory footprint
that is up to one third of that required by OKT. Notice that the performance of OKT and
RIL is not affected by varying θ as both RIL and OKT do not have the frequent-keyword
threshold parameter. Increasing θ increases the matching time and reduces the memory
footprint of AKI. The reason is that as θ increases, the number of textual items attached to
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infrequent textual nodes increases. Matching textual items attached to infrequent textual
nodes requires further validation. This validation increases the overall matching time.

The Performance of FAST.
In Figure 3.6(c), observe that as we increase the frequent-keyword threshold θ, the matching
time of FAST deteriorates. The reason is that the higher the frequent-keyword threshold the
longer the list of queries attached to the infrequent textual nodes, as in Figure 3.6(a). This
increases the textual validation time needed to verify the containment of query keywords
within the keywords of the streamed data objects. Figure 3.6(d) demonstrates that the
smaller the frequent-keyword threshold the higher the memory requirements of FAST.
The reason is that having a small frequent-keyword threshold results in marking more
textual nodes as frequent, and demanding more memory for the splitting of their attached
lists of queries. Figure 3.6 illustrates that using a frequent-keyword threshold between 5
and 10 results in good matching time with moderate memory requirements in FAST. We
set the frequent-keyword threshold to 5 thourghout the rest of the experiments. The formula
of Equation 3.10 estimates that the worst case value of θ is 13.6 that conforms with the

Object Matching Time (nano sec)

simulation results in Figure 3.6.
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Fig. 3.7.: The effect of the maximum granularity of FAST
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The Effect of Varying the Pyramid Granularity.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the matching time of FAST while varying the fnest granularity of the
spatial pyramid. From the fgure, increasing the granularity of the pyramid within FAST
improves the matching time initially. Then, increasing the granularity further does not offer
further improvement. Because of this observation, we set the granularity of FAST to 512 as
increasing the fnest granularity beyond 512 does not improve the matching performance.
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Fig. 3.8.: The effect of varying the cleaning interval I

The Cleaning Overhead. In order to remove the expired queries in FAST, cells of FAST
are visited periodically to be cleaned, i.e., every I time units a cell is visited to be cleaned,
as described in Section 11. Figure 3.8 illustrates the effect of varying the cleaning interval
I on the memory footprint of FAST and the average cleaning overhead, i.e., the average
time spent in cleaning. Figure 3.8(a) illustrates that the cleaning overhead decreases as
the cleaning interval increases. Having a very small cleaning interval results in redundant
visits to cells that have been recently cleaned. Figure 3.8(b) illustrates that the memory
footprint of FAST increases as the cleaning interval I increases. In our experiments, we
set the cleaning interval to 1000 time units as it achieves balance between the cleaning
overhead and the memory footprint of FAST.
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3.4.3

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of FAST under various query workloads.
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Fig. 3.9.: Performance under different datasets

The Performance using the Various Datasets.
We compare the performance of FAST against that of the AP-tree using both the real and
the synthetic datasets. Figure 3.9(a) illustrates that FAST is up to 3x faster than the AP-tree
in terms of object matching time. The reason is that FAST accounts for spatial and textual
selectivities at the keyword level, as described in Section 3.3. Figure 3.9(b) illustrates that
FAST is up to 5x faster than the AP-tree in terms of query indexing time. The reason is that
FAST benefts from the frequent-keyword threshold to account for the spatial and textual
selectivities of data. However, the AP-tree uses an expensive cost formula to arbitrate
between the spatial and textual indexing. In terms of the memory footprint, Figure 3.9(c)
illustrates that FAST requires up to 3x less memory than that of the AP-tree. The reason is
that FAST integrates AKI with spatial-cell sharing to reduce the size of the textual indexes,
and to limit the replication of queries. However, the AP-tree is based on the memory
intensive OKT and does not impose any restrictions on the replication of the indexed
queries among the index cells. Notice that FAST maintains its performance advantages
over the AP-tree under different synthetic distributions of the spatial and textual aspects of
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The Effect of Varying the Spatial Range.
In this experiment, we vary the spatial ranges of the queries from .01% to 10% of the
entire spatial range. Figure 3.10 illustrates the object matching time and the query indexing
time for both the AP-tree and FAST. From the fgure, observe that FAST maintains its
performance advantage against the AP-tree for both the object matching and the query
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The Effect of Varying the Number of Keywords. In this experiment, we measure the
object matching time and the query indexing time when changing the number of keywords
in the indexed queries from 1 to 7. Figure 3.11 illustrates that FAST remains up to 3x faster
than the AP-tree in terms of the object matching time and up to 5x faster in terms of the
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The Scalability of FAST.
In this experiment, we demonstrate the scalability of FAST against that of the AP-tree
when increasing the number of indexed queries from 1 million to 20 million. Figure 3.12
illustrates that FAST maintains its performance advantage against the AP-tree. When increasing the number of indexed queries, FAST remains 3x faster than the AP-tree in object
matching time, 5x faster than the AP-tree in the query indexing time, and requires one third
of the main-memory required by the AP-tree.

3.5

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we study the effcient support of text in spatial databases. We intro-

duce FAST, a frequency-aware spatio-textual strucutre for indexing continuous queries in
a streaming system. FAST takes adavantage of the nonuniform spatial and textual distributions of data and queries to improve its performance and reduce its memory footprint.
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FAST integrates the spatial pyramid with an adaptive textual index to effciently index and
evaluate continous spatio-textual queries. Extenstive experimental evaluation using real
and systhetic datasets show that FAST is up to 3x faster in search time and 5x faster in
indexing time than the state-of-the-art index. Also, FAST requires up to 3x less memory
than the state-of-the-art index.
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4. TORNADO: A DISTRIBUTED SPATIO-TEXTUAL STREAMING
SYSTEM

The current scale of spatio-textual data being generated and the need to process this
data in realtime requires a high level of scalability that cannot be attained with centralized
spatio-textual systems and indexes [5, 17]. As described in Chapter 1, existing distributed
systems are either batch-based, e.g., [9, 10, 11] with high latency or non-spatio-textual
realtime systems, e.g., [12, 13]. This calls for a distributed realtime spatio-textual system
that is able to accommodate the massive scale of spatio-textual data .
In this chapter, we address the limitations of existing systems and we we describe Tornado a distributed and real-time system for the processing of spatio-textual data streams.
Tornado extends Storm [13]. Storm is a distributed, fault-tolerant, and general-purpose
streaming system. Tornado addresses the following challenges:
(1) Scalability with respect to data and query workload: Tornado scales to process a
large number of data objects per second against a large number of spatio-textual queries
with minimal latency.
(2) Skew and variability in workload distribution across time: It is highly unlikely to
have a uniform or a fxed distribution of the data or the query workload. Tornado achieves
load balancing, and adapts according to changes in the workload (with minimal overhead).
(3) No downtime: As Tornado adapts to changes in the workload, it is essential to ensure
that Tornado remains functional during the transitioning phase, and that the query results
are correct, i.e., no missing or duplicate results.
(4) Limited network bandwidth: The underlying network of the computing cluster can
easily become a bottleneck under high arrival rates of the data and queries. Tornado minimizes network usage to improve the overall system performance.
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To address these challenges, Tornado introduces two main processing layers, namely:
1) the evaluation layer, and 2) the routing layer.
The Evaluation Layer is composed of multiple evaluators, where each evaluator is assigned a spatial region, i.e., a Partition of the space. The entire space is collectively covered by all the partitions with each partition covering a non-overlapping rectangle. The
evaluation layer uses FAST that is described in Chapter 3.
The Routing Layer distributes data and queries across the processing units, i.e., evaluators.
The distribution is location-based, where each evaluator is assigned a spatial region, i.e.,
a partition of the space. One can argue that the distribution of the data and queries can
alternatively be text-based. However, text-based distribution is ineffcient when compared
to location-based distribution. The reason is that a data object, e.g., tweet, has multiple
keywords, but only one point location. Text-based distribution may forward a data object
to multiple processing units (one per keyword), while space-based distribution forwards a
data object to one and only one evaluator.
The routing layer employs the Augmented-Grid (A-Grid, for short), a novel spatial grid
structure. The A-Grid adopts a new algorithm that uses shortcuts to assign data and queries
to evaluators. We analytically show that using the A-Grid, the routing time of a query, say
q, is O(Np ), where Np is the number of processing units that are relevant to q. To reduce the
network communication overhead, the A-Grid maintains a textual summary of all the query
keywords for every evaluator. Before transmitting a data object, say O, to an evaluator, say
A, the textual summary of A is checked. If the keywords of A do not overlap the keywords
of O, i.e., O does not contribute to the answer of any query, then O is not transmitted. This
textual summary is useful when the keywords of queries are very selective, i.e., not popular.
Adaptivity. In Tornado, overloaded evaluators can delay the processing and reduce the
overall system throughput. Underutilized evaluators waste processing resources. Hence,
Tornado maintains a balanced distribution of the workload across all the evaluators. It is
expected that the system workload will not be the same at all times, and hence having a
static routing layer can result in poor system performance. Existing systems, e.g.,[11, 74],
address the problem of adaptive workload-aware processing of big data by providing mech-
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anisms for updating the partitioning the data. These systems keep centralized workload
statistics, and halt the processing of the data and queries during the re-partitioning phase.
However, in distributed real-time applications, workload statistics are distributed across
evaluators and it is unacceptable to pause the query processing. This calls for a real-time
load-balancing technique that does not interrupt the query processing. It is challenging to
implement such a distributed and real-time load-balancing mechanism in Tornado for the
following reasons:
• No Global System View: In Tornado, the workload statistics are distributed across evaluators. Sending detailed workload statistics from one process to another requires high
network overhead. The load-balancing protocol should minimize the overhead needed
to collect, transfer, and process the workload statistics.
• Correctness of Evaluation: during the re-partitioning phase, Tornado redefnes the
boundaries of the evaluators. This requires moving queries from one evaluator to another. Meanwhile, the data objects continuously update their locations, and the answer
to each query needs to be continuously updated as well. Hence, unless the incoming data
objects are carefully directed, missing (or duplicate) results can occur.
• Overhead of Re-partitioning: Moving the queries between the evaluators incurs network overhead. The re-balancing algorithm should be aware of the re-balancing overhead, and avoid unnecessary re-balancing.
Tornado employs a load-balancing mechanism, where the choice of the new spatial
boundaries of the evaluators is mostly delegated to the evaluators themselves. This reduces
communication overhead needed to transfer detailed workload statistics and distributes the
computational overhead across the evaluators. The load-balancing mechanism is incremental, i.e., rather than redefning all the partitions, only a few partitions are updated using
simple shift, split, and merge operations. Furthermore, Tornado ensures the correctness of
evaluation during the transient phase using a two-stage re-partitioning protocol.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.1 presents the notations used
throughout this chapter. The related work is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes
the structure of Tornado. Section 4.4 describes the load balancing mechanism in Tornado.
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Detailed experimental evaluation is given in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 contains
concluding remarks.

4.1

Preliminaries
In this section, we present the notations that are used throughout this chapter. A spatio-

textual data stream is an unbounded sequence of spatio-textual objects. A spatio-textual
object, say O, has the following format: O = [oid, loc, text, ts], where oid is the object
identifer, loc is the geo-location of the object at Timestamp ts, and text is the set of
keywords associated with the object.
We use Tornado to answer the spatio-textual flter query defned as follows.
A continuous spatio-textual flter query,

say q,

is defned as q

=

[qid, M BR, text, t], where qid is the query identifer, M BR is minimum bounding rectangle representing the spatial range of the query, and text is the set of keywords of
the query. The continuous query q is registered, i.e., keeps running for a specifc duration,
say t. During t, the query continuously reports the data objects that satisfy the query’s
spatial and textual predicates. To match a query, a data object needs to be located inside
the spatial range of the query, and needs to contain all query keywords.

4.2

Related Work
The work related to Tornado can be categorized into three main categories: 1) Cen-

tralized spatio-textual query-processing, 2) Distributed query-processing, and 3) Adaptive
query-processing.
Centralized spatio-textual systems: Several centralized spatio-textual indexes have been
proposed to process spatio-textual queries e.g., [5, 68]. These access methods integrate a
spatial index, e.g., the R-tree [30] or the Quad-tree [75] with a keyword index, e.g., Inverted
lists [61]. These access methods are centralized and do not scale across multiple machines.
Distributed Query-Processing: Many systems have been developed to process large-scale
datasets. Batch-based systems, e.g., Apache Hadoop [76], are designed to process large
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amounts of data in an offine manner (i.e., on disk). In these systems, a single job can
take several minutes or even hours to complete. Apache Spark [77] has been introduced to
improve the latency of Hadoop. Streaming systems, e.g., Storm[13], process data streams
of high arrival rates in real-time. However, none of the aforementioned systems is optimized for processing spatio-textual queries. ST-HBase [78] is a distributed spatio-textual
processing system that is based on HBase. However, ST-HBase is batch-based, i.e., cannot support real-time execution of spatio-textual queries. PS2Stream [79] is a distributed
location-aware publish/subscribe streaming system that is based on the Grid Inverted Index, i.e., GI2 [80]. However, PS2Stream does not adopt the newly optimized spatio-textual
indexes, e.g., [5, 17] that improve the overall system performance.
Adaptive Query-Processing: AQWA [11] is an adaptive spatial-only processing system
that is based on Hadoop. AQWA executes snapshot spatial queries over static data. AQWA
reacts to workload changes by incrementally splitting the data partitions. Unlike Tornado,
AQWA requires centralized statistics, and halts the processing of queries until rebalancing
is completed. Moreover, AQWA does not consider the textual aspects of the data and the
routing cost of the data objects. Moreover, AQWA uses only split operations to redistribute
the workload.

4.3

Tornado System Architecture
In this section, we present the architecture of Tornado and its main components along-

side with query processing algorithms. Tornado extends Storm [13]. Storm is a clusterbased, distributed, fault-tolerant, and general-purpose streaming system that achieves realtime processing with high throughput and low latency. Storm provides three abstractions,
namely: spout, bolt, and topology. A spout is a source of input data streams. A bolt is a
data processing unit. A topology is a directed graph of bolts and spouts that resembles a
pipeline of streamed data evaluation.
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Storm is not optimized for the execution of spatio-textual queries, simply because it
does not have built-in support for spatial or textual primitives, e.g., points, rectangles, or
containment of keyword lists.
In order to effciently support the evaluation of spatio-textual queries, we need to guarantee that relevant data and queries are collocated in the same processing unit, i.e., a Storm
bolt. This is challenging because the system needs to distribute data and queries across processing units in a way that achieves the following properties: (1) Optimize the memory
usage across the machines by not storing queries in multiple processing units, (2) Optimize the CPU usage by checking each data object against as few queries as possible, and
(3) Maintain good load balancing as the workload changes, and distribute the data and
queries across the processing units while guaranteeing the correctness of evaluation, i.e.,
without missing output tuples and without producing duplicate results.
Tornado extends the bolt abstraction from Storm into routing units and evaluators. The
routing units are light-weight components that are responsible for co-locating the queries
and data objects together. The evaluators are processing units that check the incoming data
objects against the continuous queries and produce query results.
Tornado makes use of the fact that a data object has a single point location, but multiple
keywords. This is typical in many location services, e.g., as in tweets, where a tweet is
associated with a single location and multiple keywords. Accordingly, the routing layer in
Tornado partitions the space into non-overlapping MBRs. Every evaluator is responsible
for a single MBR. The beneft of having non-overlapping MBRs is to optimize the network
utilization by forwarding each data object to a single evaluator.
To support high arrival rates of streamed data, the routing layer applies replication,
i.e., multiple identical routing units are employed. The routing layer maintains a textual
summary for every evaluator. The textual summary of an evaluator, say E, contains all
keywords of queries stored in E. In the routing units, the textual summary for an evaluator
is stored as a hash set of keywords.
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Fig. 4.1.: The architecture and system components of Tornado.

Before forwarding a data object, say O, to an evaluator, say E, the textual summary
of E is consulted to check if there are some queries in E that have keywords that overlap
the keywords of O. Figure 4.1(a) illustrates how Tornado processes spatio-textual queries.
Once a query is received, a routing unit is selected at random, and the query is forwarded
to that routing unit, where the latter sends the query to the spatially relevant evaluator(s).
Based on the textual summary of the evaluators, stored on the routing layer, some data
objects are not forwarded to any evaluator, e.g., o3 in Figure 4.1(a).

4.3.1

The Routing Units: The Augmented-Grid (A-Grid)

The routing layer is composed of multiple identical routing units. Routing units are used
to store and index the non-overlapping spatial partitions of evaluators. Recall that every
evaluator, i.e., worker process, is responsible for a specifc spatial range. In real applications, the size of the distributed cluster and the number of worker processes is large, e.g.,
Yahoo has about 40000 machines running Hadoop with a total of 100000 CPU cores [81].
This calls for an effcient index to store the partitions of evaluators.
An incoming data object or query goes to a random instance of the routing units to
be dispatched to the corresponding evaluator(s). The smaller the routing time, the higher
the throughput of the entire system. Moreover, having light-weight routing units can save
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more resources that can be used for query evaluation rather than for routing. In Tornado,
the location of a data object is represented as a single point in space. Because the partitions are non-overlapping, a data object is routed to a single evaluator. This routing is
achieved in O(1) using uniform grid partitioning. However, a query has a spatial range,
that may overlap with multiple partitions, and hence a query needs to be routed to multiple
evaluators.
To fnd the evaluators, a data object or a query belongs to, one can index the partitions
using a traditional structure, e.g., a grid or an R-tree. However, these structures are not
effcient when adopted in the routing layer of Tornado. For instance, using a spatial grid
to index the spatial partitions of the evaluators is not effcient for queries with large spatial
ranges. The reason is that in order to identify all the partitions to which a spatial range
belongs, we need to traverse all the grid cells that overlap the spatial range of the query.
Given a rectangular query-range, say r, and a set, say S, of Ne non-overlapping rectangular partitions that cover the entire space, fnd the partitions that overlap r. We propose
the A-Grid and the Neighbor-Based Routing, a routing technique that requires O(Np ) operations to route a spatial range, where Np is the number of evaluators that overlap the spatial
range. This is lower than the time needed in both the traditional grid, i.e., O(m × n) and
hierarchical structures, i.e., O(log(Ne ) + Np ).
The A-Grid partitions the entire space into a virtual fne grid F G. Recall that the
entire space is partitioned into Ne non-overlapping spatial partitions that are overlaid on
top of F G. Each partition, say p, corresponds to one evaluator, and is defned as follows:
[pid, xcellmin, ycellmin, xcellmax, ycellmax], where pid is the identifer of the partition,
xcellmin and ycellmin defne bottom left grid cell of p, xcellmax and ycellmax defne
the top right grid cell of p.
The main idea of neighbor-based search algorithm is to follow shortcuts to jump directly
from dominant cells belonging neighboring partition. A dominant cell of a partition, say
A, with respect to a spatial range, say R, is the top left cell of A that is inside R.

For

example in Figure 4.1(b), the dominant cell of the Partition A with respect the spatial
range R is (2,5). Observe that each grid cell is spatially contained inside the spatial range
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of a single evaluator. Boundaries of partitions are maintained an a hash table termed the
Partitions Map, PM for short as illustrated in Figure 4.1(b).
Each grid cell, say c, maintains the identifer of the partition that contains c. To fnd
the right dominant cell with respect to a range R we follow the following steps:(1) fnd the
right cell RC belonging to a different partition, and (2) fnd the dominant cell of RC that
is the top-left of RC belonging to the same partition and inside the spatial range R.
Refer to Figure 4.1(b) for illustration. Assume that we need to identify the right dominant cell, say RC of Cell (2, 5) within Partition A. From the PM we know that the partition
A spans cells [(0, 5), (3, 6)]. The right cell RC of the cell (2, 5) is of the form (xp, yp),
where xp is the index on the horizontal coordinate that is to the right of cell (2, 5). The
yp is 5 because the Cell RC is to the right of Partition A and has the same position on the
vertical axis. From the PM, the partition A ranges from 2 to 3 on the horizontal coordinate,
where 2 and 3 are xmin and xmax of the Partition A respectively, the value xp is equal to
4 that is 1 + xmax. This means that the Cell RC is (4, 5) that is covered by Partition B.
The dominant cell of (4, 5) is also (4, 5) as this is the top-left cell within R. The same logic
applies when fnding the bottom dominant cell.
To route a spatial range, say R, we start from the upper-left corner of R. We fnd the
partition that is covered by that corner (this is trivial because the partition identifer is stored
in the cell corresponding to that corner). Then, we follow the right and bottom dominant
shortcuts of that corner.
We recursively apply this procedure until we reach a cell from which the pointers lead
to a cell that is outside R or to a previously visited partition. We use a Boolean array to
mark the visited partitions and avoid visiting the same partition more than once.
Refer to Figure 4.1(b) for illustration. To route the red rectangle, we start from Cell
(2, 5) covered by Partitions A. Then, we follow the pointers to Cells (4, 5) and (2, 1),
covering Partitions F and B, respectively. Then, we follow the bottom pointer of Cell
(2, 1) to reach Cell (4, 1) inside Partition C. From the PM, we identify that Cell (4, 3) is
the dominant cell of the Partition C with respect to R. We follow dominant cell shortcuts
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Algorithm 7: neighborSearch(MBR r)
1 Stack S
2 Cell c(x,y)← TopLeft corner of r
3 S.push(c)
4 while S not empty do
5
c←S.pop
6
if c overlaps r and c.partition is not visited then
7
add c.partition to result
8
mark c.partition as visited
9
rightCell = getDom(getRightCell(c.y))
10
bottomCell = getDom(getBottomCell(c.x))
11
S.push(bottomCell),S.push(rightCell)

visiting the following cells: Cell (5, 3) within Partition D, Cell (5, 2) within Partition E,
and Cell (4, 5) within Partition B. The Pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 7.
Lemma 1 The neighbor-based routing requires O(Np ) and does not depend on the granularity of the grid
For the traversal performed by the neighbor-based search algorithm, the number of nodes
V in the hypothetical DAG is NP . The number of the edges E visited is 2NP because for
every node, we follow at most two pointers. The total traversal time is O(V +E) = O(Np ).
The run time of the algorithm cannot be less than O(Np ) as this is the size of the output.
The initialization phase requires O(n×m) to assign partition identifers to all cells with
the A-Grid, where n × m is the total number of A-Grid cells, and n and m are the number
of cells in the x and y axes, respectively.
For an incoming data object, say O, after the relevant evaluator, say E, is determined,
Tornado considers the textual contents of E. If none of the queries that are registered at E
share any keywords with O, then O is not routed to E. To achieve this, Tornado maintains
in the routing units, a summary of query keywords within each evaluator.
As described in Section 4.1, to match a data object say O with a query say q, the
keywords of o need to contain all the keywords of q. Hence, it is suffcient to store only a
single keyword from q in the textual summary of the evaluator corresponding to q. A data
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object is forwarded to an evaluator if the keywords of the object contain any keywords of
the textual summary it is forwarded to the evaluator.
Notice that Tornado maintains multiple identical routing units. One way to keep track
of the query keywords within each evaluator is to broadcast each query to all the routing
units. To avoid unnecessary communication, an incoming query, say q, goes to an arbitrary
instance of the routing units, say U . If q adds new keywords to any evaluator, say E, then
U forwards the added keywords to the other replicas of the routing units with negligible
latency. As queries expire, the textual summary of the evaluators may contain redundant
keywords. Evaluators periodically inform routing units with expired keywords to allow
routing units to remove redundant keywords.

4.3.2

Evaluators

To improve the overall system performance, each evaluator maintains a spatio-textual
index. Evaluators in Tornado use FAST, an effcient spatio-textual index that requires minimal memory overhead that has been designed to improve the scalability of Tornado. The
details of the structure of FAST are given in Chapter 3.
The main responsibilities of an evaluator are as follows:
1. Store and index continuous queries and drop expired queries.
2. Process incoming data objects against stored queries.
3. Keep track of usage and workload statistics.
Continuous queries are persisted in an evaluator by indexing them in the local instance
of FAST that is maintained in the evaluator. To process an incoming data object, say O,
we search FAST for matching continuous queries. The keywords of matching queries need
to be fully contained in the keywords of O. Also, the location of O needs to be inside the
spatial range of a matching query.
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4.4

Real-time Load Balancing
In Tornado, each evaluator is responsible for a certain spatial range that covers a parti-

tion in the fne grid F G. To achieve high throughput, Tornado keeps a balanced distribution
of the workload across the evaluators. To compute the workload corresponding to an evaluator, Tornado keeps workload statistics at the same granularity of F G. For each data
object, say Ol , that is received by F G[i][j], where i and j are the horizontal and vertical
coordinates of the Cell F G[i][j], respectively, let ql be the number of queries that contain
any of the keywords of Ol .
For each grid cell F G[i][j], we defne the workload overhead, i.e., the computational
cost, as the sum of ql over all the data objects Ol received by that cell:
cost(F G[i][j]) =

X

ql

(4.1)

l

Given a partition, say Pw , that is bounded by [(xmin, ymin), (xmax, ymax)], the overall
computational cost is the sum of the costs of all the grid cells in P , i.e.,
cost(Pw ) =

X

cost(F G[i][j])

(4.2)

where xmin ≤ i ≤ xmax and ymin ≤ j ≤ ymax.
Below, we describe the load-balancing protocol in Tornado.

4.4.1

Initialization

Tornado partitions the entire space into Ne partitions, where Ne is the number of evaluators. To choose the initial boundaries of the partitions, Tornado uses a sample of the data
and query workload, and calculates the computational cost of each fne grid cell. Let α be
the maximum computational cost of the partition Pw , i.e.,
α = max(cost(Pw ))
Pw

(4.3)

Y

Z
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Usage Statistics

Usage
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In the initialization phase, the objective is to minimize α across all the Ne partitions. The
best-case distribution is to Routing
have all evaluators process equal portions of the workload.
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workload.

A horizontal shift is applicable to two evaluators that share a horizontal

boundary, e.g., see Figure 4.2(a). Similarly, a vertical shift is applicable to two evaluators
that share a vertical boundary, e.g., see Figure 4.2(b). A corner shift is applicable when
two neighboring evaluators form a corner shape, e.g., see Figure 4.2(c). The corner shift
allows a transfer of workload between two non-mergeable evaluators, i.e., ones that do not
share an entire horizontal or vertical boundary. The details for fnding the best point to
shift are described in Section 4.4.3.

A split/merge operation involves a split of an overloaded evaluator into two evaluators, followed by a merger of two neighboring underutilized evaluators into a single evaluator. The
split is either horizontal or vertical. The split position is chosen to minimize the difference
in cost between the resulting two partitions. The details of fnding the best point to split
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an evaluator are given in Section 4.4.3. During a split, Tornado transfers some grid cells
from an overloaded evaluator to an auxiliary evaluator. Refer to Figure 4.3 for illustration.
Figure 4.3(a) illustrates an overloaded evaluator X before a split/merge operation. An instance of the routing units makes a decision to split/merge and initiates a split of Evaluator
X into X1 and X2 , and a merge of Evaluators Y and Z, as in Figure 4.3(b). Observe that,
according to the new boundaries, some of the fne grid cells are being transmitted from
evaluator X to an auxiliary evaluator A. All the fne grid cells that are stored in Evaluator
Z are transferred to Evaluator Y . Figure 4.3(c) gives the state at the end of the split/merge
operation.
The decision of whether to initiate a rebalancing operation or not depends on two factors, namely, the cost reduction Cr resulting from the re-balance operation, and the cell
transfer overhead Ct involved in the re-balance operation. The cost reduction Cr of a
re-balance operation is the difference between the maximum partition cost before and after
the re-balance operation. Consider the split/merge operation in Figure 4.3, and assume that
Evaluator X has the highest cost. The cost before split/merge=cost(X). The cost after
split/merge is max(cost(X1 ), cost(X2 ), (cost(Y ) + cost(Z))). The cost reduction of the
split/merge operation is:
Cr (split/merge, X, X1 , X2 , Y, Z) =

(4.4)

cost(X) − max(cost(X1 ), cost(X2 ), (cost(Y ) + cost(Z)))
The above idea applies to the shift operation, where the cost reduction is computed as
the difference between the maximum cost before and after the shift operation. The cell
transfer overhead Ct is an estimate of the overhead of transferring cells during the rebalance operation. Ct (p) = β × queryCount(p), where queryCount(p) is the number of
queries in Partition p, and β is the average time needed to transfer a query. queryCount(p)
is incremented whenever a query is registered at p, and is decremented whenever a query
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in p expires. For example, for the split/merge operation in Figure 4.3, the cell transfer
overhead of the split/merge operation is calculated as follows:
Ct (split/merge, X, X1 , X2 , Y, Z) =

(4.5)

β × (queryCount(X2 ) + queryCount(Z))
Tornado chooses the operation that maximize that value of Cr while having Cr > Ct .

4.4.3

Distributed Load-Balancing

Existing load-balancing approaches are centralized [11, 74], i.e., require having a single unit that receives all the workload statistics. In contrast, in Tornado, the computation of
the costs of the fne grid cells is distributed across the evaluators as follows. (1) The evaluators keep detailed workload statistics and choose the split coordinates that are needed to
perform the shift and split/merge operations and (2) The routing layer periodically receives
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Tornado keeps three aggregates at each evaluator, namely, row, column, and overall
aggregates. Refer to Figure 4.4 for illustration. Figure 4.4(a) gives the initial values of
these aggregates. Figure 4.4(b) gives the values after processing three data objects O1 ,
O2 , and O3 . O1 satisfes one query at Cell (2, 3), and hence the aggregates of Row 3 and
Column 2 are incremented. O2 satisfes two queries at Cell (4, 2), and hence the aggregates
of Row 2 and Column 4 increase by 2. O3 , satisfes one query at Cell (4, 4), and hence
the aggregates of Row 4 and Column 4 are incremented. The overall cost of the evaluator
gets the value of 4. Maintaining these aggregates requires O(1) processing time per data
object. Tornado maintains similar row, column and overall aggregates for the number of
queries within grid cells.

For the split/merge operation, to maximize the cost reduction resulting from splitting
a partition, say X, into X1 and X2 , Tornado tries to minimize the value of |cost(X1 ) −
cost(X2 )| by trying all possible vertical and horizontal splits. If Equation 4.2 is applied
directly, it requires O(m × n) to fnd the best split. Instead, Tornado uses the row and
column aggregates to fnd the best split in O(m + n). In particular, Tornado scans the
column aggregates and keeps a sum of the scanned aggregates, say Sa . Initially, Sa = 0,
and keeps accumulating values from the column aggregates as long as Sa is less than half
the overall cost of the evaluator, say (Ohalf ). If Sa is equal to (Ohalf ), no more aggregates
are scanned. If Sa is greater than (Ohalf ), then the split position is marked, and the same
process is repeated, but with the row aggregates. The split position that minimizes the value
of |cost(X1 ) − cost(X2 )| is chosen.
For example, in Figure 4.4(b), the best vertical split is between Columns 3 and 4, with
a difference of 3 in cost. However, the best horizontal split is between Rows 2 and 3, with
a difference of 0 in cost. Hence, the horizontal split is chosen.

For the shift operation, we need to distinguish between a corner shift and a horizontal/vertical shift. In the corner shift in Figure 4.2(c), there are no multiple choices for the
shift coordinate in A. The corner shift coordinate depends on the position of B relative to
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A. This allows A to identify the cost of the cells involved in any shift operation as well
as the cell transfer overhead. Notice that there are at most 8 possible corner shifts for any
given evaluator. However, there is no fxed coordinate for the horizontal/vertical shift in
A. The reason is that the optimal coordinate for a horizontal/vertical shift depends on the
cost of B that is unknown to A. To address this issue, Tornado delays the choice of the best
shift coordinate in A until the routing unit makes a decision to perform a horizontal/vertical
shift.
At the time when the routing unit makes a decision as to whether to re-balance or
not, it has accurate statistics for both the split/merge and the corner shift operations. The
routing unit does not know the exact cost reduction and cell transfer overhead of horizontal/vertical shift operations. The routing unit estimates that an optimal horizontal/vertical
shift from evaluator A to evaluator B results in an optimal division of workload between
A and B. Thus, the estimated cost reduction is computed as cost(A) −

cost(A)+cost(B)
.
2

Assuming uniform query distribution in A, the routing unit estimates the cell transfer overhead to be proportional to the amount of workload transferred, i.e., β × queryCount(A) ×
cost(A)+cost(B)

cost(A)−
2
cost(A)

. Then, the routing unit chooses the re-balancing operation if necessary.

If the re-balancing operation is a horizontal/vertical shift, then the routing unit informs the
evaluators involved in this horizontal/vertical shift operation with the costs necessary to
make an optimal shift operation similar to fnding the optimal split described previously.

4.4.4

Correctness During Load-Balancing

A rebalancing operation affects both the routing and the evaluation layers. In the routing
layer, the partitioning of the evaluators changes according to the rebalancing operation.
In the evaluators, index cells and queries move from one evaluator, say E1 , to another
evaluator, say E2 . It is challenging to guarantee the correctness during the re-balancing
process because data objects and queries arrive during re-balancing and Tornado cannot
afford to halt the processing until the entire re-balancing is done.
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An important question to address is which evaluator should receive the incoming data
objects and queries during the transient phase?

E1 , or E2 , or both? Tornado splits the

transient phase into two steps. In every step, we defne a set of rules that guarantee correct
processing in that phase. The steps of the transient phase are: (1) Index cells transfer
phase during which queries from index cells are moved across evaluators, and (2) Routing
unit update phase during which routing units update their partitioning according to the
adaptivity operation.
Processing during the index cells transfer phase During the cell transfer phase, all
incoming data and queries will be routed to E1 because all routing units use the partitioning
before re-balancing. Incoming queries to the area to be shifted are processed according to
the following steps:
1. All incoming queries are processed and indexed in E1
2. If a query arrives at a transmitted cell, forward the query to E2
Incoming data objects are processed in Evaluator E1 .
Processing during the routing update phase, Due to network delays, it is not possible
that all routing units update their partitioning instantaneously. This means that even after
the cell transfer phase, some routing units may send data and queries to E1 while others
send data and queries to E2 .
To address this issue, we adopt the following approach during the routing update phase:
any data object or query that is routed to a transmitted cell in E1 is neither processed nor
indexed in E1 and is instantaneously forwarded to E2 .

4.4.5

Lazy Cleaning

Queries get dropped and evaluators change boundaries during re-balancing operations.
The textual summary at evaluator units needs to be updated to refect the changes in the
keywords of queries within evaluators. Having an outdated textual summary will result
in many false positives, and hence affecting the overall system performance. Instead of
eagerly updating the textual summary whenever a query is removed, we use a lazy textual
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Table 4.1.: The values of the parameters used in the experimental evaluation.
Parameter
Number of routing units
Number of queries (million)
Number of query keywords
Spatial side length of a query

Value
1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12
5, 10, 20, 30, 40
1, 2, 3, 5, 7
.01%,.05%,.1%,.5%,1%,1.5%

summary update approach. In this approach, evaluators periodically send textual summaries to routing units. Evaluators calculate their textual summary in a lazy manner. A
background garbage cleaning process visits all fne grid cells, builds the textual summary
as cells get visited. It also removes all expired queries with the cell being visited. When a
complete cleaning cycle has visited all cells, the textual summary is sent to the evaluators.
This approach reduces the overall overhead for textual summary update overhead.

4.5

Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Tornado. Our experiments are con-

ducted on a cluster of Dell r720xd servers that have a total of 48 TB of local storage, and
a 40 Gigabit Ethernet interconnect. The cluster runs 5 virtual machines where each virtual machine has 16 cores and 32 GB of memory. Each virtual machine runs Storm 1.0.0
over Centos Linux 6.5. We evaluate the performance of Tornado using real datasets and a
synthetic query workload. We use a real dataset from Twitter that is composed of 1 billion
tweets with geo-locations inside the US and of size 140 GB. These tweets are collected
from January 2014 to March 2015. The format of the tweet is“id, geo-location, text”. We
use these tweets to simulate a continuous and infnite stream of spatio-textual objects such
that when all the tweets are streamed, we restart streaming the tweets from the beginning.
We use three query datasets, namely; (1) normal tweets, (2) spatially-condensed, and
(3) textually-selective. The normal tweets dataset uses the locations and keywords of the
tweets as the locations and the keywords of the query. The spatially-condensed dataset
is used to study the effectiveness of load-balancing techniques by shrinking, i.e., scaling
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down, the spatial area covered by the dataset into a smaller range. Hence, creating load imbalance across evaluators that requires the adaptivity protocol to redistribute the workload.
The textually-selective dataset chooses the keywords of queries based on how frequent the
keywords are. To build this dataset, all the keywords of tweets are sorted based on their
frequencies. Then the keywords of queries are randomly chosen from the k th percentile
frequent keywords, where k is the keyword frequency threshold. For example, setting k to
90%, does not include the 10% most frequent data objects keywords into query keywords.
Table 4.1 summarizes the values of the parameters we use. We set the default number of query keywords to 3, which resembles the average number of keywords in web
searches [84]. The default spatial range of queries is .5% of the entire spatial range. For
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Fig. 4.5.: The performance of routing alternatives.

4.5.1

Performance of Tornado

In this experiment, we measure the performance of the following processing alternatives. (1) Tornado (FAST), where the A-Grid is used as the routing structure and FAST
is used as the local spatio-textual inside the evaluators. (2) GI2 , where the A-Grid is used
as the routing structure and GI2 [80] is used as the local index inside the evaluators. The
Grid Inverted Index, i.e., GI2 , is a spatio-textual structure that is used in the PS2Stream [79]
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distributed publish-subscribe streaming system. GI2 indexes spatio-textual queries over a
spatial grid where every cell of the spatial grid has an inverted list to queries. (3) TextRout, where the routing units use keywords of data objects and queries to hash and route
data objects and queries to evaluators, i.e., every evaluator is assigned a set of keywords.
In Text-Rout, FAST is used as the local spatio-textual index inside evaluators. (4) UniSpace-Rout, where the partitions assigned to evaluators span equal and non-overlapping
spatial ranges. These spatial ranges are derived from a uniform spatial grid partitioning of
the entire space regardless of the spatial and textual distribution of underlying workload.
Also, in Uni-Space-Rout, FAST is used as the local index.
Figures 4.5 (a) and (b) show that using the Tornado (FAST) achieves the highest
throughput and the least processing latency. This is due to the effciency of both A-Grid
and FAST. Tornado (FAST) achieves more than 2X improvement in the overall throughput
when compared to other processing alternatives. The reason is that the A-Grid ensures fair
workload distribution to evaluators with minimal routing overhead. Also, FAST ensures
effcient indexing and searching performance with low memory overhead.
GI2 results in low throughput and high execution latency because of the underlying local GI2 index. GI2 suffers from a high memory overhead due to the replication of queries
over spatial grid cells. Also, the inverted lists inside the spatial grid cells of GI2 do not provide high textual discrimination abilities [64]. This leads to poor searching performance,
low overall system throughput, and high execution latency.
Text-Rout suffers from poor performance because the text-based routing replicates
data objects and queries to multiple evaluators. For example, assume that Evaluator E1
is responsible for Keyword k1 and Evaluator E2 is responsible for Keyword k2. Any
incoming data object containing Keywords k1 and k2 will be replicated to both Evaluators
E1 and E2. This creates a bottleneck in the network bandwidth and reduces the overall
throughput and results in having a single data object being processed in more than one
evaluator.
The uniform spatial routing, i.e., Uni-Space-Rout, results in a throughput that is 2
times lower than that of Tornado (FAST). The reason is that using uniform spatial parti-
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tioning does not account for the skewed spatial distribution of data objects and queries and
results in an unfair workload distribution across evaluators. This signifcantly reduces the
overall performance due to workload imbalance.
Also, we measured the performance of a native Storm implementation that replicates
all queries to all evaluators and does not use any internal spatial keyword indexing. This
native storm implementation resulted in an extremely low throughput, i.e., less than one
thousand objects per second, that is not comparable with Tornado.
Figure 4.5(c) demonstrates the effectiveness of spatio-textual routing against spatialonly routing using the textually-selective dataset. In this experiment, we vary the frequency of query keywords from 0%, i.e., least frequent keywords that do not match any of
the keywords of data objects, to 100%, i.e., query keywords include all popular keywords
and follow the same distribution as the keywords of data objects. Figure 4.5(c) illustrates
that, as the keyword frequency percentile of queries decreases, the overall system throughput increases. The reason is that, as the frequency percentile of query keyword decreases,
the number of data objects with keywords overlapping with the textual summaries in the
A-Grid decreases. This results in having fewer data objects being forwarded to evaluators and hence a reduction of both the computational overhead in the evaluators and the
communication overhead between the routing units and the evaluators.
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Fig. 4.6.: Spatial routing time for points and ranges.
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4.5.2

Performance of Routing Layer

In Figure 4.6, we contrast the performance of the A-Grid against the performance of
traditional uniform Grid and the R-tree. Figure 4.6(a) gives the routing times for data
points while increasing the number of partitions. As the number of partitions increases,
the routing time of the data points increases remains constant for both the Grid and the
A-Grid and increases for the R-tree index. Although the Grid and the A-Grid have similar
performance for point routing, Figure 4.6(b) shows that the A-Grid outperforms the Grid
and R-tree for range routing as we increase the spatial range of queries from .1% to 5% of
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In Figure 4.7, we study the effect of the number of routing units on the overall system
throughput. Figure 4.7 gives the throughput when increasing the number of routing units.
If there is only one routing instance, then the routing layer becomes a bottleneck. As we
increase the number of routing instances, the system throughput increases. The increase in
throughput saturates after 10 routing instances. After that, the bottleneck moves from the
routing layer to the evaluation layer.
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Fig. 4.8.: Scalability.

4.5.3

Scalability

In this experiment, we study the scalability of Tornado under various query workloads.
In Figure 4.8(a), we vary the spatial range of the queries from .01% to 1.5% of the maximum spatial range. Figure 4.8(a) illustrates that Tornado is scalable and that the system
throughput is stable and is not affected by the increase in the spatial extent of the query.
In Figure 4.8(b), we increase the number of query keywords from 1 to 7. Figure 4.8(b)
illustrates that Tornado is scalable and that the system throughput increases with the increase in the number of query keywords. The reason is that when queries contain more
keywords fewer objects match with queries. This reduces the number of output tuples generated and improves the overall throughput. This resembles the same performance trend
found in FAST.
To demonstrate the scalability of Tornado, we increase the number of continuous
queries from 5 million queries to 40 million queries. Figure 4.8(c), shows that Tornado
scales well when increasing the number of queries. The overall throughput is slightly reduced due to the increased number of output tuples that resulted from having more queries
in the system. The scalability of Tornado is due to the scalability of the local spatio-textual
index, i.e., FAST. Fast is able to index a large number of queries with an effcient searching
performance and a low memory overhead
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Fig. 4.9.: Adaptivity.

4.5.4

Adaptivity

In this experiment, we demonstrate the adaptivity in Tornado using the spatially condensed dataset. The spatially condensed dataset is used to introduce hotspots and to direct
all workload into a small subset of evaluators. We vary the scaling factor for shrinking
the dataset’s spatial range from .4 to .7 of the entire spatial range. A smaller scale factor results in a stronger hotspot that is focused in a small subset of evaluators. A scale
Figure 4.9(a) illustrates that the adaptive version of Tornado is able to maintain a stable
throughput in contrast to the static version of Tornado. The smaller the scale factor, the
lower the throughput for static partitioning. The reason is that, in the static partitioning,
fewer evaluators handle the entire workload. This results in a bottleneck in the evaluation layer. However, in the adaptive version of Tornado, the routing layer redistributes the
workload across evaluators to avoid bottlenecks in the system.
In Figure 4.9(b), we compare the communication overhead between the distributed and
the centralized load balancing approaches. In the centralized load-balancing approach detailed workload statistics are transmitted to the routing layer. However, in the distributed
load-balancing approach only summaries of statistics are transmitted to the routing layer.
Figure 4.9(b) illustrates that the communication overhead of the distributed load-balancing
is much less than the overhead of the centralized load-balancing approach.
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4.6

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we study the scalability of supporting text in spatial data systems. We

introduce Tornado, a distributed spatio-textual streaming system. We use Tornado to realize publish/subscribe query processing. Tornado features routing units that fairly distribute
the workload to worker processes, i.e., evaluators and react to changes in the workload.
Tornado uses FAST, an effcient spatio-textual index, to improve the scalability of the overall system. Extensive experimental evaluation using real Twitter data shows that Tornado
achieves more than 2x improvement in the overall throughput of the system over the baseline approaches.
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5. ATLAS: ON THE EXPRESSION OF SPATIO-TEXTUAL
QUERIES

Recently, many spatio-textual queries have been proposed to express the processing
needed by many spatio-textual applications. In general, the proposed queries are considerably complex and target very specifc use cases. Moreover, every type of a spatio-textual
query has a corresponding set of indexes and algorithms that are fully optimized to address
this specifc type of query. However, an index that is effcient for one type of query may
not be as effcient or even not applicable for another type of query. For example, the survey of Chen et al. [68] contrasts fourteen different indexes that address only three types of
spatio-textual queries. The survey provides experimental evaluation of the performance of
the indexes against the three query types.
Using these query-specifc indexes to realize a spatio-textual query service is a complex and unscalable task. Adopting this “complex-index-per-query-type” requires to disambiguate among all types of spatio-textual queries. One will have to implement the most
effcient index for every query type. This approach is not scalable. Moreover, in many
cases, one needs to select a subset from a large spatio-textual dataset, e.g., using relational
predicates (as in SQL), and then perform a spatio-textual query on the selected subset. This
can make using these specifc and custom-tailored spatial keyword indexes not feasible, or
at least sub-optimal (e.g., we may have to execute the spatio-textual query on the entire
data set in contrast to executing it only on the relevant subset).
Spatio-textual queries retrieve geo-tagged textual data tuples that satisfy specifc spatiotextual criteria. The spatio-textual queries can be categorized into the following categories,
namely: (1) select, (2) group, and (3) join. The select query category flters data tuples
that individually satisfy both the spatial and textual predicates of the select query. The
group query category identifes groups of tuples that collectively satisfy specifc spatial
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and textual criteria, e.g., a group of tuples of minimal spatial diameter that collectively
contain all query keywords. The join query category which joins two or more geo-tagged
textual data sources. The join is based on both spatial relevance, e.g., spatial distance and
textual relevance, e.g., textual overlap among tuples.
There exists several extensions to standard SQL to support spatial only [1, 25, 85, 86,
87] and textual only queries [86, 88]. However, these extensions are not expressive enough
to represent complex spatio-textual queries.
In this chapter, we propose an SQL extension to support the class of spatio-textual
queries. These extension follow the spirit of the SQL query language and relational algebra
in the following sense. In relational algebra, simple relational operators are offered, e.g.,
relational selects, projects, joins, and group-by, that are composable to form more complex
queries. Similarly, our SQL extension, termed Atlas, extends the SQL query language
by offering simple declarative spatial, textual, and semantic building block operators and
predicates. These extensions are composable along with the standard relational predicates
(selects, joins, etc.) to form complex spatio-textual queries.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the expressiveness of Atlas by representing complex
spatio-textual queries from the literature using Atlas’s simple combinations of predicates.
Also, we propose different query evaluation plans for these queries using Atlas’s buildingblock operators.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.1 formally defnes the problem
and class of spatio-textual queries of interest. Section 5.2 discusses related work. Section 5.3 introduces Atlas and its extensions over SQL in support of spatio-textual group
queries. In Section 5.4, we use Atlas to express example grouping queries from the literature, and provide the corresponding query evaluation plans using the Atlas building-blocks.
Section 5.5 describes novel predicates that support interesting spatio-textual queries. Finally, Section 5.6 contains concluding remarks.
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5.1

Preliminaries
In this section, we present some defnitions and notations that are used throughout this

chapter. A spatio-textual tuple, say O, has the following format: O = [oid, loc, text, ...],
where oid is the tuple identifer, loc is the geo-location of the tuple and text is the set of keywords associated with the tuple. A data object may contain other relational attributes such
as the timestamp of tuple. The other relational attributes are orthogonal to the spatio-textual
processing and do not require special spatio-textual handling. However, these relational attributes may be considered in the spatial keyword query, e.g., the timestamp of a tuple may
be part of the where clause in a spatio-textual query.

5.2

Related work
In this section, we survey the literature related to spatio-textual query processing.

We discuss spatio-textual queries and spatial/textual extensions to the SQL query language.

5.2.1

Spatio-textual queries

There is a large body of work that addresses spatio-textual queries. The survey [68] discusses the following three types of spatio-textual queries and their corresponding indexes:
• Boolean range spatio-textual query [89]: retrieves all the objects inside a specifc
spatial range and that contain all query keywords, e.g., fnd hotels in a specifc area
that have a pool.
• Boolean kNN spatio-textual query [90]: retrieves the k tuples nearest to the query’s
location such that each object’s text description contains all the query keywords, e.g.,
fnd the nearest three restaurants to my location that offer seafood.
• Top-k kNN spatio-textual query [91]: retrieves a set of K objects ranked by a combination of the distance to the query location and the relevance to the query keywords,
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e.g., retrieve the three closest restaurants to the point q.loc that offer the most from
the following words: “pizza, sea food, pasta”.
. However, there exist other types of queries that are not discussed in the survey [68].
We classify spatio-textual queries into the following categories: (1) select, (2) group, and
(3) join. Queries in each category differ along the following dimensions:
• Snapshot vs. continuous query: A snapshot query is executed once against a certain
snapshot of the state of the system. A continuous query is progressively executed on
the system until revoked.
• The spatial dimension: i.e., assuming an underlying road-network or simply assuming an Euclidean space.
• Ranking score: i.e., whether ranking uses spatial relevance only, textual relevance
only, or a combination of both.
• Spatial geometry: i.e., whether the spatial attribute of tuples is represented as a point,
a rectangle, or a polygon.
The select category contains queries that retrieve tuples based on spatio-textual criteria. The select category contains two main types: (1) flter and (2) top-k. The flter query,
e.g., [18, 68, 92, 93, 94], identifes spatio-textual objects that satisfy a spatial fltering criterion and a textual fltering criterion. The spatial fltering criterion is to identify objects
that are located inside a specifc spatial range. The textual fltering criterion is to identify objects that contain specifc combinations of keywords. The boolean range query,
described above, is an example of a spatio-textual flter query. The top-k category, e.g.,
[93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99], includes queries that retrieve a list of k tuples ranked according to their spatial and textual relevance to the query. Both the top-k kNN query and the
boolean kNN query are examples of the top-k queries. The top-k frequent keywords query
on micro-blogs [100] is another variation of the top-k spatio-textual queries that fnds the
most popular keywords of tweets in a specifc spatial area. The group category describes
queries that identify groups of tuples based on spatial and textual proximity criteria. The
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m-closest keywords query [101, 102] fnds the spatially close groups of tuples that contain
all query keywords, e.g., a fnd the groups of buildings that collectively provide dining,
accommodations, and shopping with as small inter-building distance as possible. Cao et al.
[103] present queries that fnd groups of tuples nearest to the query’s location. Each group
of tuples contains all the query’s keywords and have the least inter-tuple distance, e.g., a
tourist wants to fnd the best group of building that collectively provide dining, accommodations, and shopping. The tourist wants to minimize his walking distance and requires
that the retrieved group of building is close to his location and has as least inter-building
distance as possible. [104] This work addressed fnding groups of objects ranked based on
the some ranking functions The join category identifes pairs of tuples that are spatially and
textually relevant [18, 105], e.g., fnd tweets within a specifc distance of attractions, such
that there is overlap between the textual content of a joined tweet and an attraction.
Several indexes exist to address spatio-textual queries. To index data on only the spatial properties of data tuples, we can use any of the well known spatial indexes, e.g., the
R-tree [30] or its variations [106], the kd-tree [83], or the quad-tree or any of its variations [75]. Inverted lists [107] and bitmaps [108] can be used to index text data. Hybrid
indexes, e.g., the IR-tree [109], index data on both the spatial and textual properties.

5.2.2

Spatio-textual query languages

The only proposal for a spatio-textual query language is described in [59]. This language targets the processing of micro-blogs, e.g., tweets. This proposal is rather limited as
it handles only top-k queries and does not address queries that retrieve groups of objects.
There exist several spatial extensions to the SQL query language, e.g., [1, 25, 85, 86,
87]. These extensions provide two main components for the processing of spatial queries:
(1) abstract data types to represent spatial data, e.g., point, rectangle and polygon, (2)
spatial predicates and functions. These spatial extensions do not support spatio-textual
queries. Melton et al. [86] and Wang et al. [88] propose extensions to the SQL query
language for text search. Park et al. [110] surveys keyword search in relational databases.
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Lee et al. [60] proposes building blocks for spatial-textual flter and top-k queries. However,
this work does not consider spatio-textual group queries.

5.3

Language Specifcation
In this section, we introduce Atlas, an extension to the SQL query language that sup-

ports the language requirements described in Section 5.1. Atlas extends SQL to support
conditional LIMITs and the retrieval of groups of tuples. The extended syntax of the SELECT statement is as follows:
SELECT {*|attr1 [AS alias][,attr2,...]}
FROM source name1 [,source name2,...]
[WHERE condition]
[ORDER BY F(arg list)]
[LIMIT {k|condition}]

SELECT grp attr1 [AS alias][,grp attr2,...],
AGGR F [AS alias](attr list)
FROM source name1 [,source name2,...]
[WHERE condition]
{PARTITION BY} grp attr list AS group alias
[ORDER BY F(grp arg list)]
[LIMIT k]
[HAVING {condition}]

Atlas extends the standard SQL clauses and adds two new constructs; the PARTITION
BY and the conditional LIMIT. These extended and new constructs support spatial and
textual functions and predicates as we explain below. The ORDER BY clause specifes the
ranking function for tuples or groups of tuples. Ranking can be based on a function of both
the spatial and textual attributes of the tuples. In top-K queries, it is benefcial to retrieve
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a ranked list of tuples of size K. We use the LIMIT clause to support top-K queries. We
extend LIMIT to support conditions. The conditional LIMIT adds ranked tuples into the
query result-set until a specifc group condition is satisfed, e.g., to report the nearest set
of tuples that collectively contain all query keywords. The conditional LIMIT can only be
used along with an ORDER BY clause.
The PARTITION BY1 clause behaves similar to the traditional GROUP BY clause.
However, PARTITION BY reports groups of tuples not the aggregates on groups.

5.3.1

Atlas Predicates and Functions

In this section, we introduce the main spatial and textual functions and predicates that
are crucial to the evaluation of the spatio-textual queries. Some of these functions and
predicates already exit in other spatial and textual SQL extensions. We list these predicates
and functions here for completeness of the discussion.
DIST(type,geometry1,geometry2)
This spatial function returns the spatial distance between two tuples. The output of this
function depends on the distance type argument. The distance type metric can either be
Euclidean, Manhattan, or road-network distances. Road-network distance requires special
support from the underlying system.
OVERLAP(text1,text2)
This textual function returns the number of keywords shared between text1 and text2. This
function is meant for keyword exact-matching. OVERLAP identifes and ranks tuples
based on textual relevance, e.g., OVERLAP(“food, coffee, restaurant”,“restaurant, cafe,
sale”) is 1.
CONTAINS(text1,text2)
This textual predicate returns TRUE if text1 contains all keywords of text2. This functions is used to check if a tuple or a group of tuples satisfes all the textual requirement
1

The PARTITION BY clause already exists in the SQL extensions of ORACLE and SQLServer to retrieve
groups of tuples
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of a query, e.g., CONTAINS(“food, coffee, restaurant”,“restaurant, cafe, sale”)=FALSE.
CONTAINS(“food, coffee, restaurant”,“restaurant”)=TRUE.

5.3.2

GROUP BY/PARTITION BY Clause

In standard SQL, grouping is based on a set of relational attributes. Atlas introduces
new spatial and textual grouping techniques that account for both the spatial and textual
properties of the underlying data. Also, in standard SQL, only aggregates of groups are reported. This does not satisfy the needs of many spatio-textual queries that require retrieving
groups of tuples satisfying certain spatial/textual criteria. To support the retrieval of tuples
within a specifc group, Atlas utilizes the PARTITION BY. clause that retrieves groups
of tuples in contrast to only aggregates of groups in traditional SQL. Atlas extensions to
spatial and textual grouping are detailed in the following:

t8
t9
t5

t1
t4
t2

t7
t6
GroupB

t3
GroupA

Fig. 5.1.: Example of WITHIN DIST(Euclidean, source.loc, D)

WITHIN DIST(type,source.attr, D)
This operator, adopted from the similarity-group-by operator [111], identifes groups of tuples that satisfy a specifc spatial/textual distance criteria. Every two tuples in a group have
inter-distance that is upper-bounded by D. The input arguments are: (1) the type of distance
metric used, e.g., Edit or Hamming for textual distance, and Euclidean or Manhattan for
spatial distance, (2) the attribute of tuples to be grouped, and (3) the distance threshold
between any pair of tuples. In contrast to the traditional group-by operator in which a tuple
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belongs to a single group, in this distance-based grouping, a tuple can belong to multiple
groups. Figure 5.1 gives an example spatial grouping using the WITHIN DIST operator. In
this example, GroupA and GroupB contain the maximal set of tuples that have a maximum
inter-distance of D.
PARTITIONS(source.attr,{geometry1, geometry2, ...})
This spatial grouping technique has the following input arguments: (1) the spatial attribute
of tuples to be grouped, and (2) the set of spatial partitions represented as a set of GEOMETRY objects, e.g., minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) or polygons. A tuple, say t,
belongs to a group if t is inside the group’s partition. Sentiment analysis over tweets within
different states in the United States [112] is an example of aggregates over partitions. The
data source is tweets, the grouping partitions are the boundaries of the United States, and
the aggregate function is the average of the tweets’ sentiments.

5.3.3

Aggregates

In addition to the standard SQL aggregates, e.g., AVG, MAX, MIN, COUNT, Atlas
supports aggregates that are specifc to spatial and textual attributes. We introduce the
proposed aggregates in the following sections:
CENTROID([source.attr—{loc1,loc2,...}])
This operator fnds the centroid of a set of GEOMETRY points. The centroid point, say
(xc ,yc ), of a set of points (x1 ,y1 ),(x2 ,y2 ),...,(xP
n ,yn ) is calculated as follows:
n
xi
xc = i=1
Pnn
yi
yc = i=1
n
DIAMETER(type,[source.attr—{loc1,loc2,...}])
This operator fnds the maximum distance between any pair of tuples in the input group.
The frst argument gives the type of the spatial distance to be used. The second argument
specifes the group of tuples to be aggregated. Figure 5.2 gives an example of the diameter
aggregate. In this fgure, the aggregate value of the group is the distance between tuples a
and b as it is the maximal distance between any pair of tuples.
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a

b

Fig. 5.2.: Diameter example.

5.3.4

The Conditional LIMIT

In standard SQL for relational data, TOP-K queries can be represented using the ORDER BY and LIMIT clauses. The following SQL statement resembles a TOP-K query,
e.g., select the top three salaried employees:
SELECT * FROM Employee AS E
ORDER BY E.salary
LIMIT 3
We extend this syntax to support Conditional LIMIT. We set the stopping criteria of the
LIMIT clause to be either a number or a condition. This is useful in queries that return
groups of objects ranked according to spatial/textual relevance and satisfy an overall group
criteria. One example is to retrieve the nearest set of objects that contain all query keywords. In this example, the ORDER BY clause will be based on the spatial distance. The
LIMIT clause will not report more tuples when the union of the keywords of the reported
tuples contains all the query keywords. This is detailed in Section 5.4.

5.4

Examples
We use the following two example relations:
• Points of interest (POIs)
This relation represents identifable and interesting locations on the map such as
restaurants and attractions. The relation is of the form < oid, loc, text >, where
oid, loc, text are the identifer, spatial location, and textual description of the point
of interest, respectively.
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5.4.1

Clustered group

In this type of query [102], it is required to retrieve objects that are closest in space to
each other and that collectively contain query keywords. As an example, we use Atlas to
express the following query: fnd groups of POIs that collectively contain “food, cinema,
hotel” and that are within 4 miles of each other. Ranking of groups is based on each group’s
diameter.
To fnd and exact answer to his query is NP-Hard [102], so we approximate this query
using the WITHIN DIST operator to identify groups of tuples that are close to each other
in space. Then, these groups will be ranked by the DIAMETER of group.
SELECT * FROM POIs AS p
WHERE OVERLAP("food, cinema, hotel",p.text) >0
PARTITION BY WITHIN DIST(Euclidean,p.loc,4) AS G
ORDER BY DIAMETER (Euclidean,G)
HAVING CONTAINS(UNION(G.text),"food, cinema, hotel")
LIMIT 3
This query fnds tuples that have overlap with query keywords. This uses the PARTITION
BY and WITHIN DIST clauses to build groups of tuples that overlap with query keywords.
These groups of tuples are within a specifc distance from each other, e.g., 4 miles. These
groups are then fltered using the HAVING clause to only return groups that contain all
query keywords. Then groups are ranked using the groups’ diameter. The three groups
with the least diameter are fnally retrieved. Hence, this query approximately satisfes the
requirements of clustered group queries [102] as it is able to identify groups of tuples
within a specifc maximum distance ranked based on the closeness of the groups’ tuples.
This query gives an approximate answer as we use a maximum distance threshold that does
not exist in the original version of the query.
Figure 5.3 gives an example result-set for this query. Groups g1, g2 and g3 each contain
all query keywords. Group g1 has the least diameter. Tuples belonging to any group are
within 4 miles of each other.

g1

hotel

g1

food, cinema
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Figure 5.4(a) gives the query plan for this query.
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(a) Single ranked group
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(b) Multiple ranked groups

Fig. 5.5.: Ranked group examples.

5.4.2

hotel

g2

q.loc

hotel

food

Ranked groups

The difference between this type of query and the clustered group query is that, in
this type, we require the group of objects to be ranked by the distance to a specifc query
location. This is not the case in the clustered group query. In the ranked group query, it
is required to fnd the set of tuples that collectively contain the a query keywords and that
minimize the sum of distance to query location. Cao et al. show that this exact solution of
this problem is NP-complete and provide approximations to answer such query.
We approximate this query by fnding the closest group of tuples to the query location
say “q.loc”, such that the tuples in the group collectively contain the query keywords.
SELECT * FROM POIs AS p
WHERE OVERLAP("food, cinema, hotel",p.text)>0
ORDER BY DIST(Euclidean,q.loc,p.loc)
LIMIT CONTAINS(UNION(p.text,"food, cinema, hotel"))
Figure 5.5(a) gives an example of the result-set of this query. Tuples in Group g1 are
the closest to the query location q.loc and collectively contain the keywords of the query.

g1

food
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Figure 5.4(b) gives the query plan for this query. This query plan can beneft from a textual
index on the textual content of the POIs to select tuples that overlap the query keywords.
This query plan orders tuples based on the distance between the tuple and the query focal
point.
In traditional SQL query optimization, the query optimizer may choose a specifc query
plan if one step in the query plan produces data in an interesting order [113], e.g., having
a clustered B+ -tree index on a specifc attribute that is used in an ORDER BY clause. The
B+ -tree can be used to retrieve tuples in the order required by the ORDER BY clause.
Similarly, if there exists a clustered spatial index on the spatial locations of POIs, an
interesting order optimization would be to use the spatial index to fetch tuples sorted
based on the spatial distance between the tuples’ location and the query’s focal point. This
optimization fetches tuples in the order required by the ORDER BY clause and avoids the
need of a separate sorting step.

Another approximation to this query is to fnd K groups of objects that have the following properties: (1) have their maximum inter-tuple distance be at most d, (2) collectively
contain query keywords, and (3) are ranked according to the group’s spatial distance to the
query location.
SELECT * FROM POIs AS p
WHERE OVERLAP ("food, cinema, hotel", p.text) >0
PARTITION BY WITHIN DIST(Euclidean,p.loc,3) AS G
ORDER BY DIST(Euclidean,CENTROID(G.loc),q.loc)
HAVING CONTAINS (UNION (P.text), "food, cinema, hotel")
LIMIT 2
Figure 5.5(b) gives an example of the result-set of this query. Groups g1 and g2 have a
maximum inter-tuple distance of 3. The two groups are ranked based on the distance between the centroid of the group and the query location. Figure 5.4(c) gives an example
query plan for this query. This query plan can beneft from a textual index on the textual
content of the POIs to select tuples that overlap with the query keywords. This query plan
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orders groups of tuples based on the distance between the centroid of the group and the
query focal point. Similar to the plan in Figure 5.5(a), this plan in Figure 5.5(c) can beneft
from an interesting order optimization if there exists a clustered spatial index on the spatial
locations of POIs.
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Table 5.1.: Atlas extensions to support spatio-textual search queries.
Name
INSIDE(geometry1,geometry2)

Spatial

OVERLAP(geometry1,geometry2)

DIST(type, geometry1,geometry2)

CENTROID([source.attr—{loc1,loc2,...}])
DIAMETER(type,[source.attr—{loc1,loc2,...}])

PARTITIONS(source.attr,{geometry1, geometry2,...})
OVERLAP(text1,text2)
CONTAINS(text1,text2)

Textual

UNION([source.attr—{text1,text2,...}])
INTERSECTION([source.attr—{text1,text2,...}])
SEMANTIC SIM(text1,text2)
SENTIMENT(text)
FREQUENT([source.attr—{text1,text2,...}],k)

TEXT DIST ANY(type,text1,text2)

Hybrid

TEXT DIST ALL(type,text1,text2)
LIMIT k—condition

WITHIN DIST(type,source.attr,D)

Description
Returns True if the frst argument is inside
the second argument.
Returns the degree of overlap between input arguments.
Returns the spatial distance between the
frst argument and the second argument
based on the spatial distance type argument, e.g., Euclidean and Manhattan distances.
Returns the centroid point of the input arguments.
Returns the largest distance between any
pair of points in the input arguments. The
type argument specifes the spatial distance metric used.
Returns groups of tuples using the spatial
partition polygons given in the second argument.
Returns the number of shared keywords
between texts lists text1 and text2.
Returns True if text1 contain all keywords
in text2.
Returns the union of all keywords in the
input arguments.
Returns the intersection of all keywords
in the input arguments.
Returns the semantic similarity score between the input text lists.
Returns the sentiment score of the input
text list.
Returns the K most frequent keywords in
the text of frst argument.
Returns the minimum text distance between any pair of keywords in the input
arguments text1 and text2. The type of
text distance depends on the type argument.
Returns the minimum text distance between every keyword in text1 and any
keyword in text2
Returns a ranked list of tuples of either
size K or when a condition is satisfed.
Returns groups of tuples, where every
pair of tuple are within D distance of each
other. The type argument specifes the
distance metric used, the source.attr specifes which attribute to group based upon.
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5.5

Other Constructs
In addition to spatio-textual group queries, there exist other important types of queries

such as flter and top-k queries. These queries involve spatial predicates and textual predicates. In this section we list some relevant spatial and textual predicates that allow the
representation of general spatio-textual queries. Table 5.1 summarizes the Atlas predicates
and functions.

5.5.1

Spatial Constructs

• INSIDE(geometry1,geometry2)
This function determines whether geometry1 is inside geometry2. This function is
useful in the flter query type.
• OVERLAP(geometry1,geometry2)
This function determines the degree of overlap between two geometry objects. The
OVERLAP function is usually specifed in the literature as a boolean function. However, we modify it to return the degree of overlap to allow ranking tuples according
to the spatial relevance in top-k queries.
Other spatial functions, e.g., EQUAL, TOUCH, and DISJOINT, that exist in spatial extensions of SQL, e.g., in ORACLE [1] and SQL Server [2] spatial extensions. These functions
can be directly applied in Atlas similar to the INSIDE, OVERLAP, and DIST functions.

5.5.2

Textual Constructs

• SEMANTIC SIM(text1,text2): Returns the semantic similarity score between text1
and text2. The semantic similarity score depends on the underlying semantic similarity measures used. Several other scoring mechanisms [114] have been developed to
measure textual semantic similarity. Any of these scoring mechanisms can be applied
in Atlas.
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• SENTIMENT(text): Returns the sentiment score of the input text. The sentiment
score resembles how positive or negative the input text is. The returned sentiment
score depends on the underlying sentiment measure used [115].
• FREQUENT([source.attr—{text1,text2,...}],k)
This aggregate is a keyword-based aggregate. It identifes the K most-frequent keywords in the group.
• UNION([source.attr—{text1,text2,...}])
Returns the union of all keywords of input text arguments. The input argument to
this function is either a set of TEXT objects or the textual attribute of a relation to
be aggregated. For example, UNION({“food, sale”,“cafe, sale”})=“food, sale, cafe”.
Another example: assume you have a data-source SRC1. Tuples of SRC1 are of
the form < id, loc, text >, where id is the tuple identifer, loc is the location of the
tuple, and text is the textual content of the tuple. Assume that SRC1 has two tuples
< id1 , loc1 , “f ood, sale00 > and < id2 , loc2 , “caf e, sale00 >. UNION(SRC1.text)
returns “food, sale, cafe”.
• INTERSECTION([source.attr—text1, text2,...])
Returns the intersection of all keywords of input text arguments. The input argument to this function is either a set of TEXT objects or the textual attribute of
a relation to be aggregated. For example, INTERSECTION({“food, sale”,“cafe,
sale”})=“sale”. Another example: assume you have a data-source SRC1. Tuples
of SRC1 are of the form < id, loc, text >, where id is the tuple identifer, loc is
the location of the tuple, and text is the textual content of the tuple. Assume that
SRC1 has two tuples < id1 , loc1 , “f ood, sale00 > and < id2 , loc2 , “caf e, sale00 >.
INTERSECTION(SRC1.text) returns “sale”.
• TEXT DIST ANY(type, text1, text2)
Returns the minimum text distance between any pair of keywords in text1 and text2.
The type argument specifes the textual distance metric used, e.g., Edit- or Hammingdistance. This function measures the degree of overlap between keywords of text1
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and text2. The degree of overlap is based on approximate string matching, e.g.,
TEXT DIST ANY( EDIT, “susi, sale, love”, “sushi, home, coupon”) =1, where
text1=“susi, sale, love” and text2 = “sushi, home, coupon”. EDIT specifes that the
text distance is the Edit distance. The minimum Edit distance between any pair of
keywords in text1 and text2 is 1 and it is between keywords “susi” and “sushi”.
• TEXT DIST ALL(type, text1,text2)
Returns the maximum of all the minimum text distances between every keyword
in text1 and any keyword in text2. The type argument specifes the textual distance metric used, e.g., Edit- or Hamming-distance. This function measures the
degree of containment of keywords of text1 in text2. The degree of containment is
based on approximate string matching, e.g., TEXT DIST ALL(EDIT,“suse, rstaurnt,
home”, “sushi, restaurant, home, coupon”) =2, where text1=“suse, rstaurnt, home”
and text2=“sushi, restaurant, home, coupon”, and EDIT specifes that the text distance is the Edit distance. For every keyword in text1 the minimum Edit distances
are as follows:
– “suse”: has a minimum Edit distance of 2 to “sushi” from text2.
– “rstaurnt”: has a minimum Edit distance of 2 to “restaurant” from text2.
– “home”: has a minimum Edit distance of 0 to “home” from text2.
The overall maximum of all the minimum Edit distances is 2.
The reason that we use the maximum of the minimum text distances is to set an
upper bound on the error for every individual keyword. If we set the error threshold
based on other criteria, e.g., the sum of the minimum text distances, this may result
in retrieving tuples with keywords that have high text distance from query keywords.
Other textual functions, e.g., STEM, that fnds the linguistic root of the keyword can
also be applied in Atlas.
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Fig. 5.6.: Query plans for a spatio-textual flter query.

5.5.3

Examples of the Filter Queries
LIMIT
333
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This category of spatio-textual queries retrieves tuples that satisfy both a spatial and a
textual selectionττcriteria. The general form of this query is as follows:
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Figure 5.6 gives three possible evaluation plans to process a flter query. Plan1 applies the
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useful when there exists a spatial index and the selectivity
flter criteria is high. An analogous argument applies for Plan2. Plan3 is applicable when
there exists a hybrid index that makes use of spatial and textual pruning simultaneously.
Consider the following query: Find all points of interest in MBR1 and that contain the
following keywords ”restaurant, deal”. This type of query has been addressed in [68, 92,
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93]. A variation of this query that flters
according
to a spatial direction [116] is also useful.

We express this query as follows:
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is CONTAINS( p.text, “restaurant, deal”). The textual matching in the previous query is
containment with exact string matching. The flter query has the following favors:
• Overlap with exact string matching:
Retrieves tuples that have some overlap with the query keywords. The textual flter
criterion of this query is:
OVERLAP(p.text,“restaurant, deal”)≥ , where  is the minimum number of overlapping keywords needed to qualify a tuple.
• Containment with approximate string matching:
Retrieves tuples that contain all query keywords [117, 118]. The textual content of
the retrieved tuples may have spelling errors, e.g., fnd all POIs within a specifc spatial range r and have a textual description similar to all keyword “restaurant, deal”.
In this query, the user wants an object that is a “restaurant” with a “deal”. However,
there could be a typo in the query or in the textual description.
In this case, the textual flter criterion would be:
TEXT DIST ALL(“restaurant, deal”, p.text)≤ θ, where θ is the maximum approximate string matching threshold. Using this textual flter criterion ensures that a
retrieved object has all query keywords, or keywords that have at most θ typos. An
object with a textual description of “restuarant, dael” can be retrieved if θ ≥ 2.
• Overlap with approximate string matching:
Retrieves tuples that contain some query keywords. The textual content of the retrieved tuples may have spelling errors. The spelling error of a keyword in the retrieved tuple is bounded by a certain threshold. e.g., fnd all POIs within a specifc
spatial range r and have a textual description similar to some keyword in “restaurant,
cafe, hotel”.
The textual flter criterion is:
TEXT DIST ANY( p.text, “restaurant, cafe, hotel”)≤ θ, where θ is the maximum
approximate string matching threshold. An object with a textual description of ”hotl”
can be retrieved if θ ≥ 1.
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• Latent textual features:
Textual semantic or sentiment functions can also be used as textual flter criteria.
Consider the case when it is desired to retrieve tuples that are semantically similar [18] to query words. The textual flter criterion would be:
SEMANTIC SIM( p.text, “restaurant, deal”)≥ γ, where γ is the minimum semantic similarity score required. This query would retrieve tuples that not only contain
“restaurant, deal” but also other tuples containing semantically similar keywords,
e.g., “cafe , sale”. Several text semantic similarity scores [114, 119] have a range
between 0 and 1, where 1 stands for complete semantic similarity of text and 0
stands for total dissimilarity. In the example: SEMANTIC SIM( p.text, “restaurant, deal”)≥ γ, a high γ value, e.g., 0.9, retrieves tuples with high text semantic
similarity and vice versa. A similar argument applies to the SENTIMENT textual
predicate [115].
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5.5.4

Examples of the Top-K Queries

Top-K relevant tuples
In this type of queries, it is required to retrieve a ranked list of the K-most relevant
tuples [116]. Ranking is based on a function, say F , of both spatial and textual relevance.
SELECT * FROM source
[WHERE spatial-filter-criteria
AND textual-filter criteria]
ORDER BY F(spatial-relevance,textual-relevance)
LIMIT K
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One example is to retrieve the three closest restaurants to the point q.loc that offer the
most from the following words: “pizza, sea food, pasta”. The SQL statement for this query
would be:
SELECT * FROM POIs p
WHERE OVERLAP(p.text,"pizza, sea food, pasta")>0
ORDER BY α * DIST(Euclidean,q.loc,p.loc)+
(1-α)*OVERLAP(p.text,"pizza, sea food, pasta")
LIMIT 3

Where α is a query parameter to arbitrate between spatial and textual relevance. Figure 5.7(a) gives the query plan for this query.
This type of queries has been addressed extensively in the literature. In various forms;
the snapshot version of [68, 93], the continuous version [95, 96], and the road-network
distance [98] version. Another version of this query treats objects as rectangles, not as
points, and considers the spatial relevance based on the spatial overlap between the query
MBR and objects MBR [97].

Top-K frequent keywords
In this type of queries, it is required to retrieve the K-most frequent keywords [100].
One example is to retrieve the top three popular keywords in tweets in the past hour for
each USA state.
SELECT FREQUENT(w.text,3) FROM Tweets w
GROUP BY PARTITIONS(w.loc, state-bounds)

Figure 5.7(b) gives the query evaluation plan for this query.
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Reverse Top-K relevant tuples
This type of queries [94, 99] fnds tuples that have the query tuple in their top-k relevant
spatio-textual result-set. This type of query is motivated by the need to fnd the infuence
set of the query tuple. One example is to fnd the restaurants that can be affected by opening
a new restaurant:
SELECT * FROM POIs AS p1
WHERE q IN
[SELECT * FROM POIs p2
ORDER BY (α DIST(Euclidean,p1.loc,p2.loc)
+(1-α)OVERLAP(p1.text,p2.text))
LIMIT k ]
Figure 5.7(c) gives the query evaluation plan for this query.

5.5.5

Join Query Example

The spatio-textual join (ST-Join) query [18, 105] identifes pairs of objects with specifc
spatial relevance threshold α and textual similarity threshold β, e.g., fnd tweets near
points of interest and that have shared keywords.
SELECT * FROM TWEETs AS w,POIs AS p
WHERE OVERLAP(p.text,w.text)≥ α
AND DIST(Euclidean, p.loc, w.loc)≤ β

Where α is the minimum textual overlap threshold, β is the maximum spatial distance
threshold. Figure 5.4(d) gives an example join query plan.

5.6

Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we study the expressibility of spatio-textual queries. We introduce Atlas,

an extension to SQL to express spatio-textual queries. Atlas uses spatial distance grouping,
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conditional limit, and traditional spatial/textual predicates to express a wide range of spatiotextual queries from the literature. Also, we propose query pipelines to evaluate spatiotextual queries.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, we study the support of text and time in spatial data systems. In
Chapter 1, we demonstrated the ubiquity of spatio-temporal and spatio-textual by describing several important applications that depend on processing this data. Also, we highlighted
the main challenges associated with the scalable processing of spatio-temporal and spatiotextual data.
In Chapter 2, we present the trails-tree that addresses the needs of many important applications that require storing only a limited history of the moving object’s data, such as
limited retention for privacy issues and dynamic traffc prediction. Chapter 2 presents an
analysis of the update cost of the trails-tree and the size of auxiliary structures (i.e., the current memo). This chapter introduces an effcient algorithm that ensures the completeness
of the query results for discrete trajectory updates. The experiments compare the trails-tree
against SWST (the state-of-art index for limited trajectories). The experiments illustrate
that the trails-tree outperforms the state of the art index by up to a factor two in terms of
disk I/Os and the overall response time (CPU+I/O).
In Chapter 3, we introduce FAST, a Frequency-Aware Spatio-Textual access method
for indexing continuous spatio-textual flter queries in a streaming environment. FAST automatically accounts for both the spatial and textual selectivities of indexed queries to improve the indexing and searching performance. FAST integrates the spatial pyramid with
a new textual index, termed adaptive keyword index, and supports a cell-sharing technique
that reduces the memory required by the index. FAST uses a light-weight lazy-cleaning
mechanism to remove the expired queries and to refect changes in the frequencies of the
keywords of the indexed queries. Extensive experimental evaluation using real and synthetic datasets demonstrates that FAST is up to 3x faster in search time and 5x faster in
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indexing time than the state-of-the-art index. Also, FAST requires up to 3x less memory
than the state-of-the-art index.
Chapter 4 describes Tornado, a distributed system for the processing of spatio-textual
data streams. We use Tornado to realize a location-aware publish/subscribe application.
Tornado uses several optimizations, e.g., global routing, neighbor-based spatial routing, to
alleviate performance bottlenecks in the system. Tornado is adaptive to changes in data
distribution and query workload and is able to preserve the system throughput under varying workloads. Tornado achieves 2x improvements over the performance of the baseline
approaches.
Finally, Chapter 5 discusses Atlas, an extension to SQL to represent spatio-textual
queries. We demonstrate that Atlas can express a wide range of spatio-textual queries using spatial distance grouping, conditional limit, and traditional spatial/textual predicates.
Also, we propose to use functions for latent textual properties such as sentiment and semantic similarity to compose novel types of spatio-textual queries. We express several
complex queries from the literature to demonstrate the power of Atlas. We also propose
query pipelines to evaluate spatio-textual queries.
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